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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The state of Hawai‘i boasts a deep tradition of performing
arts, and the island of Hawai‘i certainly contributes to
that tradition in its own right. Sitting at a crossroads
between “town” and rural, innovation and tradition,
Western and Native, Hawai‘i Island’s performing arts
communities reflect an eclectic ecosystem and a deep
well of creativity. One might deem Hawai‘i Island’s
performing arts sector as “small, but mighty,” and
that wouldn’t be far from the truth. Given the island’s
relatively small population base and limited performance
venues, its rich and varied performing arts scene
maximizes available resources.
In an effort to better understand the island’s current
performing arts sector, our study sought to identify the
successes of the local arts community, the challenges
facing its key stakeholders, the appetites of its
audiences, and its capacity for growth in the future. In
this report, we examine quantitative and qualitative
data gathered from performance calendars, online
survey responses, interviews, and focus groups to
identify prominent trends and potential areas for growth
and fortification of the sector in the future. Our findings
and recommendations below highlight the island’s
untapped potential for a more cohesive, more vibrant
performing arts ecosystem that builds on the diversity
of its communities and prepares youth and young adults
to hone and contribute their creativity.
As the United States moves toward becoming a
majority-minority nation and the arts and culture
sector struggles to maintain attendance and respond to
diverse audiences and interests, embracing a breadth
of performing arts forms and content is increasingly
desirable and necessary to sustain a vibrant performing
arts ecosystem. Building on the respect and embrace
of difference found in the voices of Hawai‘i Island arts
leaders and community members helps to point toward
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a unique strength within the Hawai‘i Island performing
arts sector—namely, that Hawai‘i Island embraces
distinct, eclectic cultural traditions as well as melded
performing arts forms, and values these traditions
equally.
Rather than formulating recommendations around
deficiencies, we chose to build them around the island’s
potential: its potential for greater connection and
collaboration, its potential for integrated arts education
that cultivates the next generation of artists and creative
minds, and its potential to share its unique history of
eclectic and blended traditions with the broader arts
community. We hope this report sparks generative
conversations about how Hawai‘i Island’s performing
arts sector can thrive further by embracing its diversity
and creating pathways for more accessible, equitable
participation in and consumption of the performing arts.

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

Key Findings

Key Recommendations

• On Hawai‘i Island, consumption of performing arts
is widespread, and motivations for and interest in
attending these events are diverse.

• Strengthen the infrastructure of people and
relationships within the Hawai‘i Island performing
arts sector.

• Local performing arts reflect blended and eclectic
traditions.
• The Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector1 often
operates as six distinct components; greater
collaboration between and intersection among the
components would benefit each individually and the
ecosystem2 as a whole.
• Arts organizations make the best use they can of
available performance spaces, but audiences and
performers yearn for bigger, better venues.
• Limitations of distance and transportation create
sub-islands of performing arts communities for both
producers and consumers.
• Both audiences and performers could better reflect
Hawai‘i Island’s diverse communities in multiple
senses of the word.
• Strengthening professional development pipelines
and providing concrete supports to those interested
in the performing arts will be critical to the future of
Hawai‘i Island’s performing arts sector.
• Children/school-age youth possess untapped
potential as audience members and future
performing artists.
The exploration of the research findings above
identified both strengths and needs within the Hawai‘i
Island performing arts sector, which point to a set of
recommendations for future investment in the sector.

Support production of a centralized arts
calendar.
Provide stipends to allow participation in fulland multi-day gatherings for arts leaders.
Invest in backbone organization(s) to foster
deeper connections throughout the sector and
build the health of the ecosystem.
• Expand and support performing arts education in
Hawai‘i Island schools and colleges.
Champion and pilot STEAM (science,
technology, engineering, arts, and
mathematics) education in several schools in
each island region.
• Position Hawai‘i Island as a model for developing
eclectic performing arts traditions and diverse
performing artists fluent in both Native Hawaiian
and Western art forms.
Establish a learning exchange for arts leaders
and island performers of all ages.
Support development of new artists and build
an on-island fellows network.
Invest in a wider array of performing arts
organizations that foster a blending of forms
and elevate the unique potential offerings of the
Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector.
• Foster greater accessibility and equitable investment
within the Hawai‘i Island performing arts ecosystem.
Partner with area businesses to offset travel
costs for greater event attendance throughout
the island.
Fund a series of performing arts donor learning
exchanges and discussions.

1

 he performing arts sector refers to the individuals,
T
organizations, and groups that provide, produce, and/or
deliver arts and culture content through performances and/
or presentations for live audiences in a specific locale or
region.

2

 he performing arts ecosystem refers to a broad web of
T
relationships among an array of performing artists, donors,
communities, audiences, arts organizations, venues, and
government entities. Changes and interactions within the
ecosystem have an observable impact on relationships
at many levels and to varying degrees throughout the
ecosystem.
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Incentivize partnerships and leverage existing
investments to expand access to and availability
of safe, well-designed performance venues.

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

INTRODUCTION
The performing arts serve a critical role in creating
a vibrant, thriving community, both culturally and
economically. In Hawai‘i, the spotlight often shines
brightest on O‘ahu with regard to the state’s performing
arts offerings. Yet Hawai‘i’s neighbor islands are jewels
in their own right, with rich contributions to dance,
music, and theater, among other performance arts.
Although anecdotal information regarding Hawai‘i
Island’s unique contributions to the performing arts is
abundant, a more systematic and rigorous study of the
island’s performing arts sector as a whole has not, to
our knowledge, been previously undertaken.
At the request of local private funders, Hawai‘i
Community Foundation contracted JLI Consulting
to better understand the performing arts landscape
of Hawai‘i Island. We sought to elucidate not only the
types and quantity of performing arts offerings on
the island, but also the perspectives of the producers,
supporters, and consumers of those offerings. We also
explored the interest in and support of traditional
Western performing arts, including ballet, symphony
orchestra, dramatic theater, and classical choral works,
and compared that to interest in performing arts that
fell outside these typical Western examples, such as
hula, taiko drumming, Chinese opera, and ‘ukulele. By
collecting both quantitative and qualitative data from
multiple sources, we hoped to triangulate our analysis
around central themes while also providing nuanced
understanding where this was valuable.
With support from Open Mind Consulting, JLI
Consulting conducted the project in four stages:
1.

A literature review of the performing arts
landscape nationally, in the state of Hawai‘i, and on
the Big Island specifically, completed August 2017

2. A two-year performance inventory representing
sample event calendars from a variety of
performing arts organizations across Hawai‘i
6
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Island, collected between August 28 and
September 17, 2017; see Appendix A for details
3. A series of phone, video, and in-person interviews
and focus groups, conducted between August
and December 2017; see Appendix B for list of
interview and focus group questions
4. An online “public perceptions” survey open to
respondents between January 16 and February 5,
2018; see Appendix C for list of survey questions
and overall responses
This report provides an overview of key findings that
emerged from our analysis, as well as recommendations
for action—both near-term, “low-hanging fruit” through
which small yet significant changes could be effected
as well as long-term investments that could shape the
island’s performing arts infrastructure and viability
for years to come. We hope that the identification of key
themes, as well as the recommendations that follow,
catalyzes meaningful discussion of and reflection by the
Big Island’s performing arts community.
Ultimately, our consideration of Hawai‘i Island’s
performing arts landscape cannot simply stop at the
present; it must also look to the future. In this regard,
the island is well positioned to share with the rest of the
performing arts sector—both across the state and across
the country—its unique lessons in blending performing
arts traditions and embracing an eclectic mix of
performing arts from various cultural traditions. The
unique community dynamics of Hawai‘i Island allow it
to straddle tradition and modernity, rural and urban,
Native and Western. That the island’s performing arts
sector walks these lines could allow it to step forward as
an innovator in the performing arts for the 21st century.
Harnessing the support of the island’s performing arts
sector in ways that allow it to flourish while maintaining
its integrated identity will be core to the sector’s success
in the years to come.

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

FINDINGS
On Hawai‘i Island, consumption
of performing arts is widespread,
and motivations for and interest in
attending these events are diverse.
Hawai‘i Island boasts a robust performing arts scene
relative to its population base and primarily rural
geography. Although United States Census estimates
put Hawai‘i Island’s 2017 population at just over
200,000 and note only a handful of urban clusters,
performing arts are offered and attended throughout
the island. Based on our online survey results,
consumption of performing arts events is alive and
well on the Big Island. Furthermore, the survey paints
a picture of a performing arts consumer base that has
wide-ranging tastes and interests, as well as various
motivations for attending events.

FIGURE 1:

Survey results allowed for comparisons across
demographic categories such as age group, race,
annual household income, and areas of residence,
highlighting potential differences among groups.
We looked closely at the trends and insights from
younger respondents within the survey data, whom
we defined as those ages 18-44. Because this
demographic represents an often untapped potential
audience among performing arts organizations, we
were curious if their perspectives, motivations, and
interests might speak to generational departures
from more senior respondents.
Among our overall sample, the vast majority (82
percent) were full-time/year-round residents of
Hawai‘i Island, and most respondents resided in
either West Hawai‘i or East Hawai‘i (52 percent and
28 percent, respectively). As a result, we felt that the
overall responses to the survey captured resident
perspectives as opposed to visitor or “snowbird”
perspectives. A full list of survey questions and
summary of responses can be found in Appendix A.

97% of respondents attend at least one performing arts event per year.

Q: On average, how many performing arts events do you attend each year?
100%
80%

OVERALL RESPONSES
18- TO 44-YEAR-OLDS

60%

PEOPLE OF COLOR
INCOME <$50K

40%
20%
0%
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25 or more events

FIGURE 2:

Live music and theater are the most popular performing arts events.

Q: If you attended a performing arts event in the past year, which type(s) of event(s) did you attend?
Check all that apply.
100%
OVERALL RESPONSES

80%

18- TO 44-YEAR-OLDS
PEOPLE OF COLOR

60%

INCOME <$50K

40%
20%
0%
Live musical
performance
(instruments
or voice)

Live theater/ Live dance
performance
dramatic
performance

Performing
arts festival

Ninety-seven percent of survey respondents indicated
they typically attend at least one performing arts event
each year. Younger respondents (18- to 44-year-olds),
people of color, and households with annual incomes of
less than $50,000 tended to attend fewer events than
did respondents overall. Among those who attended an
event during the year prior to completing the survey,

Aerial,
acrobatics,
or circus
performance

Comedy,
slam poetry,
spoken word
performance

Other

music and theatrical performances represented the
most popular categories of performing arts events, with
eight in 10 respondents having attended a music or
theater performance; this pattern held among younger
respondents, people of color, and those with annual
household incomes of less than $50,000.

Entertainment, novel experiences, escape from routine, and cultural
insights are seen as major benefits of performing arts.

FIGURE 3:

Q: What do you believe are the benefits of attending performing arts events? Check all that apply.
100%
OVERALL RESPONSES

80%

18- TO 44-YEAR-OLDS
PEOPLE OF COLOR

60%

INCOME <$50K

40%
20%
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Respondents reported being motivated by a wide range
of benefits to attend performing arts events. The most
commonly indicated benefits included entertainment
(99 percent), exposure to new experiences (85 percent),
escape/change from normal routine (73 percent), and
learning about other cultural traditions (73 percent).
Compared to respondents overall, younger respondents
(18- to 44-year-olds) and respondents of color were more
likely to indicate that performing arts events were
valuable opportunities to share an activity with family
(80 percent and 72 percent, respectively, compared to 59
percent overall). Compared to all respondents, younger

TABLE 1: Dramatic

types.

respondents, respondents of color, and those with annual
household incomes of less than $50,000 were more likely to
indicate that performing arts events provided educational
experiences for children/grandchildren (68 percent,
62 percent, and 55 percent, respectively, compared to
44 percent overall) and opportunities to connect to the
respondents’ own heritage (38 percent, 43 percent, and 31
percent, respectively, compared with 18 percent overall).
Younger respondents were more likely to indicate that the
performing arts provided self-improvement/education
benefits (69 percent versus 56 percent for all respondents).

plays, hula, and symphony orchestra top the list of preferred performance

Q: How likely are you to attend an event featuring the following types of performances?
Comparison of select demographic categories with overall responses.
Not Likely
Overall 18-44

POC

Somewhat Likely
<$50K Overall 18-44

POC

Very Likely

<$50K Overall 18-44

POC <$50K

Chinese opera

71%

64%

69%

63%

22%

23%

22%

27%

7%

14%

9%

10%

Dramatic plays

8%

21%

14%

13%

38%

34%

39%

33%

53%

45%

48%

54%

Taiko drumming

31%

22%

19%

22%

44%

43%

49%

46%

25%

35%

32%

32%

Hula

14%

11%

15%

9%

50%

47%

45%

42%

36%

41%

40%

49%

Symphony orchestra

18%

18%

24%

17%

44%

54%

46%

44%

37%

28%

31%

39%

Jazz ensemble

19%

20%

23%

22%

47%

52%

47%

42%

34%

29%

30%

36%

’Ukelele concert

21%

26%

25%

25%

51%

47%

51%

45%

28%

27%

23%

30%

Hawaiian chant

37%

30%

34%

28%

42%

37%

38%

43%

21%

33%

27%

29%

Modern dance

32%

18%

18%

18%

42%

43%

51%

52%

26%

39%

31%

30%

Ballet

30%

22%

22%

26%

42%

38%

43%

39%

29%

40%

35%

35%

Latin American dance
(salsa, meringue)

36%

31%

34%

34%

42%

44%

39%

41%

21%

25%

27%

25%

Western opera

43%

41%

41%

45%

41%

40%

39%

39%

16%

19%

20%

16%

Spoken word/poetry

56%

42%

46%

41%

33%

39%

43%

38%

11%

19%

11%

21%

Comedy/
Improvisation

19%

12%

14%

17%

42%

37%

43%

41%

39%

51%

43%

42%

Circus/acrobatics

30%

15%

16%

20%

45%

45%

49%

49%

25%

41%

35%

32%

Puppetry

61%

57%

50%

58%

31%

33%

41%

28%

9%

11%

9%

14%

Percentages highlighted in yellow indicate a deviation from overall respondents’ percentage by at least 10 percentage points.
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TABLE 2: Dramatic plays, hula, and symphony orchestra top the list of preferred
performance types.

Q: How likely are you to attend an event featuring the following types of performances?
Comparison of responses by region.
Not Likely

Somewhat Likely

Very Likely

North

East

South* West North East

South* West North

East

South* West

Chinese opera

66%

63%

79%

76%

23%

29%

8%

19%

11%

8%

13%

5%

Dramatic plays

7%

17%

0%

4%

38%

38%

30%

40%

55%

45%

70%

55%

Taiko drumming

39%

23%

26%

33%

46%

45%

61%

42%

14%

32%

13%

25%

Hula

13%

15%

17%

15%

46%

51%

63%

52%

41%

33%

21%

33%

Symphony orchestra

21%

22%

21%

17%

39%

47%

54%

42%

39%

31%

25%

41%

Jazz ensemble

18%

20%

17%

18%

41%

47%

58%

48%

41%

33%

25%

34%

‘Ukelele concert

18%

26%

21%

19%

46%

54%

50%

51%

36%

20%

29%

30%

Hawaiian chant

36%

35%

46%

39%

33%

48%

46%

40%

31%

18%

8%

21%

Modern dance

32%

24%

35%

35%

30%

42%

39%

44%

38%

34%

26%

21%

Ballet

25%

27%

38%

29%

44%

43%

50%

41%

31%

30%

13%

30%

Latin American dance
(salsa, meringue)

36%

31%

50%

38%

43%

44%

33%

42%

21%

25%

17%

20%

Western opera

36%

44%

48%

43%

42%

39%

39%

43%

22%

17%

13%

14%

Spoken word/poetry

55%

44%

54%

63%

25%

42%

38%

29%

20%

14%

8%

7%

Comedy/improvisation

20%

16%

21%

20%

41%

39%

38%

44%

39%

45%

42%

36%

Circus/acrobatics

31%

24%

38%

32%

50%

46%

33%

45%

19%

31%

29%

23%

Puppetry

53%

52%

58%

68%

40%

38%

33%

26%

8%

10%

8%

7%

*Note: Small sample size for the South region creates high variability in response percentages.

Several respondents described the performing arts’
distinct windows into experiences, insights, and
understanding as a fundamental reason for attendance.
One respondent noted that attending live performing
arts events allowed a person to experience a “vibe” that
recordings could not capture, while another spoke of the
arts as a vehicle for exploring community issues such as
social justice, human rights, climate change, and social
and political debate. Still others described an almost
transcendent aspect of personal enrichment that the
performing arts uniquely convey. As one respondent
put it, “[Performing arts are] about enrichment—music,
art, culture…it enriches a different level of the human
condition. It connects emotional intelligence and selfawareness. It’s important.”
Survey responses also revealed wide-ranging interest
in a variety of performing arts forms and traditions.
10
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When compared with the overall survey respondent
sample, interest in attending various forms of
performing arts across both traditional and nontraditional Western canons3 was fairly consistent
among younger respondents, people of color, lower to
moderate household income levels, and across the four
geographic regions of the island. As shown in Tables 1
and 2, a majority of respondents indicated they were
somewhat or very likely to attend performances aligned

3 T
 hroughout the report we refer to Western performing arts
traditions or Western styles of performing arts to emphasize
styles and artistic forms tied back to Western European influences and histories. This stands in contrast to forms and
artistic styles tied back to countries of the Global South
or influenced by Eastern, Native, or Indigenous traditions,
histories, or heritages.

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

Photo courtesy of Kona Dance and
Performing Arts

with Western performing arts traditions, such as
dramatic plays, symphony orchestra, and ballet, as well
as non-traditional performances such as jazz ensemble,
comedy/improvisation, and circus/acrobatics. Certain
performances rooted in Hawaiian traditions, such as
hula and ‘ukulele, were indicated by eight in 10 overall
respondents as being performances respondents would
feel somewhat or very likely to attend. Respondents
indicated more measured enthusiasm for other
performing arts traditions, including taiko drumming,
Hawaiian chant, modern dance, Latin American dance,
Western opera, and spoken word/poetry, with between
50 percent and 69 percent indicating they would be
somewhat or very likely to attend such performances.
Data captured through free responses also indicated
significant local interest in musicals, contemporary
music of all genres (e.g., rock, folk, blues, jazz, popular,
slack key, bluegrass), and classical music ensembles or
choirs.

Attendance Factors Among Young Adult
Audiences
Among youth and young adult audiences ages 18-25,
festivals and outdoor venues may generate greater
emotional engagement, energy, and freedom compared
to other more passive audience experiences. Young
adults also reported a desire to attend performances
that involve their friends, whether to support a friend
performing on stage or to share in an experience
together. Social media platforms such as Snapchat and
Instagram allow attendees to make real-time updates
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“

I think there’s like two different kinds
of experiences, I guess. Like for a
concert, it’s a very communal experience.
So when you go with all your friends, and
you’re just like, you know, in the crowd,
and enjoying the music, and you feel it, and
you’re like hyped up, and you’re singing
along with everybody, and you have that
very intense community feeling. But then
if you like go to like a play or like a dance
performance, it’s very internal, I feel,
because you’re not talking, you’re not like
yelling a lot, you’re just like thinking about
it in your mind, and you’re like internalizing
it, and, you know…thinking about stuff.”

—Hawai‘i Island performing arts student

about their attendance at arts and culture events,
driving in-the-moment interest by friends and family
to attend an ongoing performance or future recurring
events (e.g., dance night every month, musical group
performing each year). In the words of one youth focus
group participant, “If people are, like, posting a lot, if
it looks fun…I would be more inclined to, like, want to
go to that location.” Social media also provides a means
for consuming music and video content, including
performance content, which in turn has implications for
the ways in which performing arts may be consumed by
younger generations in coming years.

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

Eclectic Performance Traditions:
Key to Big Island Sustainability
The Kahilu Theatre was built in 1980 to serve as a
premier performing arts venue on the Big Island, offering
adequate staging, lighting, and production capacity
to host professional theater productions. Early years
focused on presentation of Western performing arts,
catering to higher-income communities in Waimea.
Over time, rising production costs and fees associated
with hosting off-island performers surpassed revenue
margins generated by a small, fixed audience of higherincome patrons. This made it difficult to sustain, and the
theater went dark in June 2012. In September 2013, the
theater was reborn, and through this new iteration began
to offer an eclectic set of performances responsive
to both the interests of new donors from mainland
communities, who started to call Hawai‘i Island home
in larger numbers by the early 2000s, and a wider array
of ethnically diverse local communities with interests in

Hawaiian music, festivals, and even film screenings. This
has helped stabilize the theater’s patron and donor base,
and it points to the value of embracing
a wide-ranging interpretation of
“performing arts” that allows
for both appreciation and
participation in presentation.

Photos courtesy of the Kahilu Theatre

Attendance Factors Among Working
Families
We found that mid-career and working families on
Hawai‘i Island spend less money on live performances,
yet they will seek out festivals and outdoor events where
they can bring children and see other family and friends
with children. Challenges with reaching mid-career
and working families hinged upon two primary trends
identified through our interview and focus groups:
• Families with children tend to turn inward, spending
time with others in their extended family networks
or relying on downloadable and on-demand digital
platforms that are accessible whenever they are able
to enjoy them and that provide an extensive library
of family-friendly content. This trend in private
consumption raises questions about how performing
arts venues shape the audience experience, meeting
people where they are. One arts leader framed this
dilemma with a question: “What can we do live, that
we cannot do through download, human friction? Are
performing arts venues capitalizing on the friction,
to set it apart from and elevate what it brings to
12
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people?” (Key Informant Interview #2, August 16,
2017)
• Many performing arts theaters find they are
competing against deep and meaningful local
cultural pursuits and extended family engagements,
which make it harder to encourage working families
to drive some distance to seek out and attend events
by off-island performers or those showcasing an
unfamiliar performance style. Savannah Barrett
from Art of the Rural provides a helpful lens for
understanding this tension between fulfillment
through the local and the appeal or desire to engage
people in more professional presentations of Western
performing arts from other perspectives: “A healthy
arts and culture infrastructure is broad and reflects
many experiences. There is meaningful experience
throughout local communities, and through families,
through literary and storytelling traditions, and
other forms of informal expression. It’s important to
understand that they [rural people] don’t necessarily
need to travel to experience arts and culture if
they are having deep and meaningful experiences

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

at home. Across rural communities, distance is
certainly geographic, but is also economic, cultural,
and intellectual, and these distances should be
considered in understanding rural cultural value.”
(Key Informant Interview #8, December 5, 2017)

Local performing arts reflect blended
and eclectic traditions.
As noted in our literature review, the history of Hawai‘i
Island informs not only its population distribution and
location of contemporary arts organizations, but also
the composition of communities. Beginning in the mid1800s, industrialized sugar production spurred waves
of immigration to the east side of the island, particularly
from China, Japan, and the Philippines. Several
decades later, as sugar production decreased and coffee
production expanded on the west side of the island,
these immigrant groups relocated to follow economic
activity, adding to Portuguese ranching communities as
well as long-established Native Hawaiian communities.
As might be expected, each immigrant group brought to
the island traditions from their home country—including
performing arts such as Chinese opera, Japanese taiko
drumming, and Philippine folk dancing—contributing
to a mélange of cultural traditions. In some cases, the
traditions remained distinct, but in others they blended
with local or other immigrant traditions, making use
of local goods and materials. It is little wonder, then,
given this history of the island’s settlement by nonNative immigrants, that today’s performing arts reflect
both the eclectic traditions of the many groups that
call the island home, as well as the blended traditions
of diverse communities that have worked, played, and
intermingled side by side for generations.
This notion of Hawai‘i Island’s “specialness”—its
distinctly different feel from the mainland United States
and even from other Hawaiian islands—was asserted by
multiple interviewees and focus group participants. This
sense of difference was described in relation to a number
of aspects and dynamics on Hawai‘i Island: geography,
community demographics, cultural traditions, histories
of colonization, appetites for performing arts, attitudes
toward change, and family life. Residents of the island
take pride in its slower pace of life, its deep sense of
Native Hawaiian history, and the connectedness of
individuals with one another and larger community.
13
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Performing arts for many residents are not simply
activities that one “does”; they are often considered
an embodiment of how one lives and how culture is
transmitted through everyday actions. What is more,
residents’ reverence for the history of peoples who came
to the island, the distinct traditions they’ve maintained
over generations, and the blended traditions that have
emerged over time is echoed in their appreciation and
embrace of both eclectic and blended pathways for arts
and cultural expression.

“

There is no more powerful way to
connect hearts and minds than
through arts and culture. The categories
we’ve used to define various arts
disciplines such as performing arts may
need to be changed and broadened.
At a luau, it is the food preparation
and other activities that are equally
important as the actual luau; gathering
the various food ingredients, talking
story and joking, singing together,
and putting the aloha and joy into the
preparation so the food will be ‘ono
(delicious). Cooking and honoring family
recipes is a big part of that too. The
popularity of Pacific Rim cuisine, farmto-table, cooking shows, and Native
chefs could be part of ‘performance
arts’; poi pounding and plating could be
performing arts. Storytelling is important
in Native Hawaiian communities; in
many Polynesian societies, oratory is
a learned and developed practice and
skill. Today it’s called ‘spoken word’ or
‘slam poetry.’ Native artists, especially
millennials, are combining customary
practices with contemporary times; they
are shifting the category of ‘performing
arts’ and dissolving the boundaries of arts
disciplines in their creativity.”
—T. Lulani Arquette, President/CEO of Native
Arts and Cultures Foundation

The appreciation and embrace of eclectic and blended
performing arts styles and forms also underscore
the limitations of defining the “performing arts”

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

on Hawai‘i Island through a strictly Western lens.
While newcomers to the island in the past may have
interpreted “performing arts” to mean those from
the Western canon and attempted to keep them
separated from local performing arts traditions, any
fixed sense that performance should be strictly defined
as professional and Western in form is not shared
by most island residents. Furthermore, there is little
evidence that the island could sustain more venues
offering just these Western types of performances (e.g.,
dramatic plays, ballet, classical symphony, traditionally
arranged choral works). Currently, performances and
presentations that celebrate Native Hawaiian cultural
practices, as well as presentations by professionally
trained Western performers at theatrical venues,
are both recognized and respected. Some island arts
donors point to the flourishing of Hawaiian cultural
traditions on the island and their desire to support
this “resurgence” of Hawaiian cultural presentation
along with a range of more Western performing arts
experiences and opportunities. However, we found that
most funding decisions and investments by donors
and, in some cases, private foundations tended to skew
toward Western performing arts traditions.
As the United States moves toward becoming a
majority-minority nation and the arts and culture
sector struggles to maintain attendance and respond to
diverse audiences and interests, embracing a breadth
of performing arts forms and content is increasingly
desirable and necessary to sustain a vibrant performing
arts ecosystem. Building on the respect and embrace
of difference found in the voices of Hawai‘i Island arts
leaders and community members helps to point toward
a unique strength within the Hawai‘i Island performing
arts sector—namely, that Hawai‘i Island embraces
distinct, eclectic cultural traditions as well as melded
performing arts forms, and values these traditions
equally.

The Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector
often operates as six distinct components;
greater collaboration between and
intersection among the components
would benefit each individually and the
ecosystem as a whole.
Our research helped to identify six component parts of the
performing arts sector as presented in Figure 4. While
there may be other components not captured through
our research methods, we believe these six components
provide a reliable snapshot of the most visible and vibrant
realms of performing arts activity on the island. Taken
together, all six contribute to the eclectic beauty of Hawai‘i
Island performing arts, and they provide us with a better
understanding of the larger ecosystem.
Each component part within the sector has potential to
inform and engage the others through collaboration and
even a blending of forms, styles, and traditions. Venues
With Ticketed Presentation Seasons, such as the Kahilu
Theatre or the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo (UH Hilo),
host Performance Groups such as West Hawai‘i Dance
Theatre or the Hawai‘i Concert Society. Heritage Groups
and Festivals, such as Halau LeiManu or the Merrie
Monarch Festival, share performances and cultural
presentations with the general public, while groups
such as Lavaroots and the East Hawai‘i Cultural Center
often engage audiences in interactive performance and
participatory learning in dance or theater. Community
Theaters such as the Palace Theater present theatrical
shows and musicals featuring local community
performers, while independent performing artists hold
live music sessions at area businesses or join with fellow
performers at a community cookout in a local park.
These examples illustrate the uniqueness of each form,
but when viewed through a more interactive lens, these
components reveal a more complex set of relationships
within the larger island ecosystem.
The Experiential or Interactive Performance Groups
and Organizations (Figure 4, component 3) serve as
an illustrative example of growth opportunities for the
larger performing arts ecosystem through intentional
collaboration. Dedicated to presenting interactive
audience performances that blend and meld different
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FIGURE 4: The

Hawai‘i Island Performing Arts Sector

Performance Groups

Community Performers and
Independent Performing Artists

Present professional- or
pre-professional-level
performance
Perform most often at
established venues or locales
with a ticketed season
Include performers touring
in a group
Offer classical and traditional
Western performance
(choral, dance, symphony)

Venues With Ticketed
Presentation Seasons

Operate independent of formal
organizations or established venues

Present professionally
trained or wellestablished performers

Receive mentoring by family/community
members or some level of formal
performing arts training

Host off-island presenters
Share presenters
between venues to
expand offerings by offisland and international
performers

Rely upon informal networks of small
studios, local businesses, and community
gatherings to offer live performances

Offer rental space as a
secondary function to
presentation season

Provide school performances
for youth as arts appreciation
experiences

1
6

Heritage Groups
and Festivals

THE
HAWAI‘I ISLAND
PERFORMING
ARTS SECTOR

22

5

Operate outside formal
institutional structures
Emphasize cultural participation
Embrace both cultural
sharing with audiences and
cultural learning for
performers as equal goals
Feature Native Hawaiian
and non-Western cultural
practices and performances

33
4

Experiential or Interactive
Performance Groups and
Organizations

Community Theaters
Emphasize community engagement in
both planning and production
Produce ticketed presentations without
formal season
Rely heavily upon volunteers and
community members as cast/talent

Emphasize community as
Provide rental space with limited
audience; gatherings and
seating capacity for smaller events,
festivals become
film presentations, and independent
performance settings
community
performers
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Offer a regular array of
interactive events and
performances
Engage audiences through
frequent presentations
of non-Western cultural
performances
Build arts appreciation among
youth through practice,
performance, and experience
Cultivate performance skills
associated with both Western
and non-Western traditions

cultural forms, such groups frequently perform in
non-traditional spaces and seek out engagement with
children and youth to build appreciation for performing
arts through participatory performance. While several
organizations that focus on blended presentations exist
within the Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector, many
arts organizations express a desire to collaborate more
frequently through co-presentations and by showcasing
different forms of performance alongside each other.
For example, a dance organization in one focus group
described an interest in presenting a performance that
included a choral presentation by a popular singing
group. Young adult focus group participants voiced
enthusiasm for attending festivals where they could
see a range of performance styles, not just limited to
any one form of dance or musical tradition. In another
focus group, a well-established kumu hula expressed an
interest in having his halau co-present with other dance
groups at local schools.
Despite these overtures and aspirations to collaborate
and join together more performance forms and styles,
the island’s performing arts ecosystem offers little
to no support for such collaborations to take further
root. Small, regionalized donor bases engender an
observable level of competition for new donors, which
increases competition between performing arts groups
and weakens the required trust that fosters genuine
collaboration. Arts leaders also pointed frequently to a
lack of time and gathering space to meet, share ideas,
and build relationships across regions of the island. The
island’s (and state’s) geographic isolation means that
its arts organizations and leaders are often left out of
critical conversations with funders and philanthropists,
particularly those of regional or national scale, who are
typically conducting business on the mainland. Limited
access to quality performance spaces and venues further
undermines local collaboration as well. The potential
for growth and further collaboration on the island is
palpable and suggests that the sector could benefit from
stronger connection and “backbone” infrastructure,
which in turn would help strengthen the overall health of
the performing arts ecosystem.

Photos Previous Page
1: Kukuau Studio, photo by Michael Courville
2: UH Hilo Performing Arts Center, Amadeus, photo by Christian James Pa
3: Photo courtesy of Lavaroots Performing Arts
4: West Hawaii Dance Theatre & Academy, photo by Joey Marshall
5: Merrie Monarch Festival, 2017 ‘Auana, photo by Bruce Omori
6: Photo courtesy of Kona Choral Society
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Arts organizations make the best use
they can of available performance
spaces, but audiences and performers
yearn for bigger, better venues.
Conversations with nonprofit arts leaders and
performing artists pointed to a significant concern
over venue availability, cost, and access. Performance
groups, in particular, often find they need to share
venues due to limited availability of adequately sized
and professionally designed performance spaces. One
focus group participant shared that the rental costs
for high-quality performance space on the island could
run as high as $1,600 for eight hours, which must often
be added to travel costs given distance between venue
space and performance group locations. These high
rental costs further undercut the ability of many groups
to tour and present on island.
Venue cost and availability challenges have fostered
a network of co-presentation relationships for both
on- and off-island presenters. A larger venue may host
or co-present off-island talent, working with a neighbor
island presenter, such as Ebb & Flow Arts in Maui. More
established Big Island venues also coordinate with other
arts organizations in the state of Hawai‘i through a
presenters’ network to bring more well-known, off-island
talent. Independent musicians and musical groups
often share more informal spaces, even when such
spaces are inadequate for large audiences (e.g., not well
ventilated, crowded seating, limited exits). More private
venues, such as hotels, are also another form of venuesharing even though these are less accessible and often
dependent upon personal relationships with the owner/
management company and an ability to pay higher
rental fees.

“

There is room for venues where we
watch a performance, and spaces
where we are then interactive with
performance—in Hawai‘i [people] come
into a garage and dance impromptu, sing
and plan with [each other]—watching and
interacting at the same time.”
—Grantmaker in the arts

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

The Lili‘uokalani Trust has announced plans to
build a mixed-use project including residential
units, hotels, and commercial space in the
Makalapua Project District of Kailua-Kona,
bordering the Kona Commons Shopping Center
and Kailua Park (Old Airport Park). As a part
of the development, a 50,000-square-foot
community performance facility will be included.
This investment will increase access to venue
space for community performing arts groups in
the Kona region.

Performances in community settings and smaller
private venues are also a part of the performing arts
experience on Hawai‘i Island. These range from small
garage-style musical performances in neighborhoods,
often tied to Hawaiian talk story and impromptu
community gatherings, to local musicians establishing
small studios and performance spaces for live music
in Hilo, such as Kukuau Studio. Hawai‘i Island is also
home to a less visible but active group of performers
engaged in traditions associated with acrobatics and
circus performance, such as the Seaview Performing
Arts Center for Education (commonly referred to
as SPACE) in the southern part of the island. These
groups perform at a variety of venues usually designed
for more interactive audience experiences, and they
draw audiences and participants from both on- and offisland. Investment in these smaller, community-based
performance traditions is less pronounced. Venues or
spaces for live music—e.g., jazz bands, reggae, or guitar—

are limited on the island, and those that do exist often
lack adequate ventilation, accessibility, and seating.
Artists and performers in towns and even rural areas
with few formal venues commonly occupy warehouse
space, former commercial buildings, or vacant
residences.
The concern regarding performing arts venues was
echoed in the public perceptions survey; the lack
of quality venues in Kona and Hilo was noted by
multiple respondents. Commenters felt the lack of
venues—or poor condition or capacity of existing
venues—substantially limited the caliber and kinds of
performances that residents and visitors could hope to
see. One person noted, “So many wonderful plays and
artists come to Hawai‘i, but not to our island because
we don’t have the venue for them.” Another stated, “I’m
sure if there were a larger venue we would attract more
artists to perform here. Many perform on O‘ahu or
Maui. Why not Hilo? I would love to attend concerts in
my hometown.”

“

We have many creative artists here
with work they would like to share,
but we lack venues! Especially lacking
are small, black-box-style venues that are
appropriate and affordable for shorter
works, smaller organizations, special
interest groups.”
—Respondent from public perceptions survey

Photo courtesy of Hawai Performing Arts Festival
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Commenters noted the limited venues also meant that
large portions of the island were effectively unable to
access events because of the relative distance from
where they lived to the closest performing arts venue.
The situation leaves few options for local artists seeking
budget-friendly venues to share their work. As one
commenter said, “[We] need an indoor venue for choral
and instrumental performances in or near Kona. As we
get older it is harder to drive long distances at night.”

Limitations of distance and
transportation create sub-islands of
performing arts communities for both
producers and consumers.
Hawai‘i Island’s geography and population distribution
profoundly affect the concentration of performing
arts organizations, as well as the accessibility and
consumption of events and performances. Performing
arts organizations and venues have clustered most
prominently in the north (including Waikoloa,
Kawaihae, Hawi, and Waimea), east (including
Laupahoehoe, Honokaa, Honomu, Hilo, Pahoa, and
Volcano), and west (including Kailua-Kona, Kalaoa,
Captain Cook, and Honaunau-Napo‘opo‘o) regions of

Geographic regions of Hawai‘i Island
for performing arts study
FIGURE 5:

NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
WEST

‘

TABLE 3: East Hawai‘i Island exhibits the
greatest diversity among the four regions.

North

East

South

West

American Indian or 2%
Alaskan Native

4%

0%

2%

Black or African
American

0%

1%

0%

1%

Chinese

3%

8%

4%

3%

Filipino

3%

14%

0%

1%

Japanese

5%

20%

0%

3%

Native Hawaiian or 7%
Pacific Islander

19%

4%

7%

Other Asian

2%

3%

0%

2%

Hispanic or Latino

3%

9%

0%

2%

57%

88%

84%

Ethnicity*

White or Caucasian 83%
Age
18 to 24

2%

6%

0%

1%

25 to 34

7%

13%

0%

2%

35 to 44

0%

16%

4%

8%

45 to 54

14%

26%

4%

12%

55 to 64

31%

18%

40%

26%

65 to 74

34%

18%

44%

37%

75 or older

12%

3%

8%

14%

Less than $25,000 9%

9%

13%

5%

$25,000-$49,999

9%

22%

17%

12%

$50,000-$74,999

12%

22%

25%

17%

$75,000 or greater

52%

37%

38%

46%

Don’t know/
prefer not to
answer

19%

10%

8%

20%

Income

Island of
Hawai‘i
‘

the island, with a smaller arts community in the south
of the island (including Miloli‘i, Ocean View, Naalehu,
and Pahala). In practice, travel distances and limited
intra-island transportation inhibit cross-regional
collaboration. Significant planning, time, and resources
must be invested if performances hope to tour the
island or even appear in more than one of the island’s

‘

‘

*Respondents asked to indicate all ethnicities that apply.
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major venues. As a result, the arts communities of the
four regions of the island function to some extent as
distinct sub-islands, which impedes cross-pollination or
collaboration.
Several Hawai‘i Island performing arts groups have
developed symbiotic relationships with established
professional venues on their respective parts of the
island. The performance groups thrive because they have
access to professionally designed venues. In turn, the
venues have come to rely upon exclusive presentations
from these particular groups: symphonic music, choral
presentation, and dance. This pattern has reinforced a
balkanization of performance offerings through several
geographically clustered relationships in Waimea,
Kailua-Kona, and Hilo, reflecting already established
historical patterns of performing arts and undercutting
potential incentives for intra-island touring.
The public perceptions survey revealed key differences
in the demographics, interests, and motivations of
potential audience members from various parts of
the island. Among the island’s four regions (north,
east, south, and west), respondents from the east side
exhibited greater racial/ethnic diversity and were,
on average, younger than their other geographic
counterparts. Larger percentages of north and west side
respondents reported household incomes of $75,000
or higher (52 percent and 46 percent, respectively,
compared to slightly more than a third of respondents
from the east and south sides of the island). This
suggests, unsurprisingly, a greater concentration of
prominent “audience” members in these two regions
of the island who, based on household income, are both
better able to pay to attend events and to donate to
support performing arts institutions.
Relatedly, cost to attend performing arts events was a
greater issue on the north and east sides of the island
than the south and west, reflected in responses to
the statement, “Most performing arts events on the
island are affordable to me,” and agreement with the
statement, “I would attend more performing arts events
if they were offered at a lower price.” Audiences then
tend to be hyper-localized not only due to transportation
issues, but also because the price point for attendance
of an event may be significantly different than what one
is accustomed to—for example, for a Hilo resident of
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Affordability and transportation
importance vary by region.

FIGURE 6:

STATEMENT: Most performing arts events on
the island are affordable to me.
100%
NORTH

80%

EAST
SOUTH

60%

WEST

40%
20%
0%

Strongly Disagree/ Neutral
Disagree

Agree/
Strongly Agree

STATEMENT: Transportation is a big factor for me in
deciding whether to attend an event or performance.
100%
NORTH

80%

EAST
SOUTH

60%

WEST

40%
20%
0%

Strongly Disagree/ Neutral
Disagree

Agree/
Strongly Agree

STATEMENT: I would attend more performing
arts events if they were offered at a lower price.
100%
NORTH

80%

EAST
SOUTH

60%

WEST

40%
20%
0%

Strongly Disagree/ Neutral
Disagree
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Agree/
Strongly Agree

FIGURE 7:

Importance of event location is greater for east and west side residents.

Q: How important is the location of a performing arts event in helping you decide whether
to attend?
100%
NORTH

80%

EAST
SOUTH

60%

WEST

40%
20%
0%

Moderately important—
I would prefer to attend
events in my part of the
island, but I don't mind
traveling to another part of
the island if it's something I
really want to see

Very important—
it needs to be local
or in my part of the
island; otherwise I won't
attend the event

moderate income seeking to attend an event in KailuaKona or Waimea.
Not surprisingly, the location of an event factors
significantly into patrons’ decision-making to attend
it. Thirty-one percent of all respondents indicated
that location was very important in deciding whether
to attend an event, and 61 percent indicated it was
moderately important. Greater percentages of

What’s Playing Tonight?
Dozens of survey respondents noted the need for a
central source of information or event calendar that
would capture all local arts events. Thirty percent
noted that they are not able to find performance and
event information for venues throughout the island,
representing a significant portion of local prospective
audience members. Said one respondent, “There is
not one comprehensive arts calendar. The few that
exist are not always current nor are they inclusive of
everything. Makes it hard for both the event planner
and the attendees.” Another stated, “I can locate the
information I need, but I would not say easily. I usually
have to go through the schedules of all the venues
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Not important—
I am happy to travel to any
other part of the island to see
a performing arts event that
I'm interested in

respondents from the east and west areas of the
island indicated that location was very important
compared to those from the north and south areas.
Some commenters noted the relative distance from
where they lived to the closest performing arts venue
as an important factor. Time of day for performances
can compound location issues, too. Noted one survey
respondent, “Because we consider ourselves visitors,
we prefer matinee shows. We would love to attend

I’m aware of separately; there is no complete central
source of information.” The responses suggest potential
audience members who are interested and eager to
attend events yet are stymied in their efforts to locate
details for events aligned with their interests.
The majority of respondents indicated they rely on
word of mouth (59 percent), social media platforms
such as Facebook or Instagram (52 percent), or their
local newspaper (52 percent) to learn about performing
arts events on the island. Many respondents also
commented that they rely on email mailing lists,
internet searches or review of venue websites,
or physically passing by venues to check theater
marquees or to look for posters/fliers on upcoming
events.

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

UH Hilo Performing Arts Center, Go,
Dog. Go!, photo by Christian James Pa

more evening shows, but find driving after dark…or in
pouring rain…or with animals and crazy drivers…not
too enjoyable.” Travel distances and costs exacerbate
competition from on-demand and video content, which
some residents find more accessible and enjoyable
than live performances with passive audience
experiences at formal venues.

Both audiences and performers could
better reflect Hawai‘i Island’s diverse
communities, in multiple senses of
the word.
In keeping with national and state profiles of arts
consumers published elsewhere, we found through our
survey that, by and large, respondents who attended
at least one performing arts event in the year prior

to completing the survey tended to be older (43 percent
were 65 or older), educated (77 percent of respondents
25 or older had a bachelor’s degree or greater), and
had moderate to high household incomes (45 percent
reported an annual household income of $75,000 or
greater). Of those who indicated ethnic/racial identity,
66 percent identified solely as white/Caucasian.
These figures stand in stark contrast to demographics
for Hawai‘i Island residents as a whole. Per the 2010
United States census, 15 percent of the island’s
residents were 65 or older, 28 percent of residents ages
25 or older held a bachelor’s degree or greater, and
the median household income for the island, in 2016
dollars, was $53,936. With regard to race/ethnicity,
white/Caucasian residents represented 34 percent,
while multi-ethnic/multi-racial and Asian-only residents
constituted 30 percent and 22 percent, respectively, of
the island’s population.

Among survey respondents who
attended at least one performing
arts event in the year preceding
the survey, percentage who:

TABLE 4

Per 2010 census data, percentage of
Hawai‘i Island residents who:

Are 65 or older

43%

15%

Hold a bachelor’s degree or greater
(among those 25 or older)

77%

28%

Have an annual household income of
at least $75,000

45%

$53,936*

Identify as white/Caucasian

66%

34%

* The US Census does not provide comparable data; instead, median annual household income for Hawai‘i County, 2012-2016, is provided
as a reference point (in 2016 dollars).
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FIGURE 8: Younger respondents exhibit greater ethnic and income diversity than
do overall respondents.

Q: Please select one or more of the following categories to describe your racial/ethnic identity.
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Black or African American
Chinese
Filipino
Japanese
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
Other Asian
Hispanic or Latino
White or Caucasian

Overall

18-44

2%

Q: Which of the following best describes your work status?
Employed, part-time

Overall

18-44

Employed, full-time
Student, part-time
Student, full-time
Family caretaker/stay-at-home parent

2%

Retired

Q: What is your approximate annual household income?
Less than $25,000

Overall

18-44

$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000 or greater
Don't know/prefer not to answer

Among survey respondents ages 18-44, we found that
people of color were represented in larger percentages
than they were among the respondent sample at large.
As would be expected among this younger demographic,
a greater percentage work full time and are part of
households with more moderate household incomes than
in the sample as a whole.
When respondents were asked about the island’s
performing arts offerings and factors influencing
attendance, their responses to a number of statements
varied from the overall responses by demographic
groups. Compared to respondents overall, young
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respondents and respondents with annual household
incomes under $50,000 were more likely to disagree
or strongly disagree that there are enough performing
arts events on the island. Compared to respondents
overall, lower percentages of younger respondents,
people of color, and respondents with annual household
incomes under $50,000 agreed that most performing
arts events were affordable to them. However,
these three demographic groups agreed in higher
percentages than did overall respondents that more
events related to the respondents’ ethnic/cultural
backgrounds were needed, and that they would attend
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TABLE 5:

Perceptions of event offerings and affordability vary by demographics.

Q: Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about performing arts on Hawai‘i Island:
Strongly Disagree/Disagree
Overall 18-44 POC

Neutral

<$50K Overall 18-44 POC

Agree/Strongly Agree
<$50K Overall 18-44

POC

<$50K

There are enough
performing arts events to
attend on the island.

59%

67% 60%

67%

21%

21% 27%

16%

20%

13%

13%

17%

Most performing arts
events on the island are
affordable to me.

10%

13% 13%

16%

19%

34% 30%

25%

70%

52%

56%

57%

Transportation is a big
factor for me in deciding
whether to attend an event
or performance.

46%

43% 43%

34%

18%

16% 23%

19%

31%

40% 32%

44%

Hawai‘i Island is a place
where important artists
come to perform music,
dance, and theatrical plays.

42%

51% 45%

40%

25%

22% 27%

22%

31%

26%

26%

36%

I think we need more
live performances of
music, dance, and theater
presented on Hawai‘i
Island.

3%

3%

3%

3%

11%

5%

7%

9%

82%

88%

87%

84%

I think we need more
classical Western
performing arts events,
such as ballet, opera, and
classical music.

14%

15% 13%

11%

32%

29% 32%

30%

52%

52%

54%

57%

I think we need more events
that relate to people of my
ethnic/cultural background.

17%

7%

8%

12%

44%

34% 32%

34%

33%

54%

59%

46%

I would attend more
performing arts events
if they were presented
outdoors.

26%

20% 32%

17%

46% 50% 42%

52%

26%

30% 26%

28%

I would attend more
performing arts events if
they were offered at a lower
price.

16%

4%

12%

6%

34%

31% 26%

27%

49%

61%

61%

65%

I would attend more
performing arts events
if they were “family
friendly”—i.e., if I could
bring my children with me.

27%

16% 16%

15%

39%

33% 35%

36%

19%

36% 35%

33%

Percentages highlighted in yellow ndicate a deviation from overall respondents’ percentage by at least 10 percentage points.
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TABLE 6:

All geographic regions want more live performances of music, dance, and theater.

Q: Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about performing arts on Hawai‘i Island:
Strongly Disagree/Disagree

North East

Neutral

South* West North East

Agree/Strongly Agree

South* West

North East

South* West

There are enough
performing arts events to
attend on the island.

56%

59%

71%

60%

25%

21%

8%

20%

19%

19%

21%

20%

Most performing arts
events on the island are
affordable to me.

12%

11%

8%

9%

19%

24%

13%

19%

67%

63%

79%

71%

Transportation is a big
factor for me in deciding
whether to attend an event
or performance.

53%

44%

17%

47%

12%

17%

21%

21%

35%

35%

58%

29%

Hawai‘i Island is a place
where important artists
come to perform music,
dance, and theatrical plays.

29%

43%

58%

47%

25%

25%

17%

25%

45%

30%

25%

28%

I think we need more
live performances of
music, dance, and theater
presented on Hawai‘i
Island.

4%

2%

0%

4%

11%

10%

8%

12%

81%

85%

88%

80%

I think we need more
classical Western
performing arts events,
such as ballet, opera, and
classical music.

11%

15%

8%

14%

37%

30%

46%

30%

51%

52%

46%

54%

I think we need more events
that relate to people of my
ethnic/cultural background.

21%

13%

21%

19%

38%

38%

54%

47%

36%

47%

25%

25%

I would attend more
performing arts events
if they were presented
outdoors.

26%

29%

22%

24%

42%

43%

65%

48%

30%

26%

13%

25%

I would attend more
performing arts events if
they were offered at a
lower price.

19%

12%

4%

19%

16%

33%

58%

34%

60%

53%

38%

45%

I would attend more
performing arts events
if they were “family
friendly”—i.e., if I could
bring my children with me.

33%

18%

26%

32%

32%

38%

57%

38%

14%

29%

9%

16%

*Note: Small sample size for the South region creates high variability in response percentages.
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more performing arts events if they were offered at a
lower price or if they were “family friendly.”
There is widespread agreement across the four regions
of the island that more performing arts offerings
of all types would be welcome. While majorities of
respondents agreed across the regions that most
performing arts events are affordable, more than
half of respondents in the north and east areas of
the island indicated that they would attend more
performing arts events if they were offered at a lower
price. Nearly half of respondents from the east side of
the island indicated an interest in seeing more events
that relate to their ethnic/cultural background, a
substantially larger portion than in other parts of the
island. Nearly 60 percent of south area respondents
indicated transportation is a big factor in deciding
whether to attend an event or performance, compared
to approximately a third of north, east, and west area
respondents.

Communities seek audience and performer
diversity
Several performing arts venue directors pointed to
their efforts to further diversify their audiences by race,
ethnicity, and age group, in particular. Ticket pricing
is a consistent concern among Hawai‘i Island theater
directors, and most believe that ticket prices play a role
in shaping audience composition. Ticket sales make up
the majority of revenue for Hawai‘i Island theaters; this
was especially true for the Aloha Theatre and UH Hilo.
This dependence on ticket sales for revenue makes it
challenging for theaters to lower ticket prices in order
to attract more diverse audiences with less expendable
income, resulting in an observable homogenization
of performing arts consumption in formal theaters.
Survey response data confirmed this pattern in that
66 percent of respondents were white, 77 percent were
highly educated (college degree or greater), and 60
percent reported an annual household income of at least
$50,000.
Many performing arts organizations in the United
States are facing a similar dilemma in that ticket
sales do not sufficiently cover production costs, and
many performing arts venues are experimenting with
alternative business models and new partnerships
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with businesses, civic groups, and other cultural
organizations to stay afloat. Hawai‘i Island
offers a potential laboratory for development and
experimentation with new forms of sustainability
and business development that generate more diverse
audiences and equitable access to professionally
produced performing arts.
Survey respondents expressed both an interest
in greater diversity of casts and culturally based
performances, as well as a concern for the lack of
diversity in performing arts events audiences. One
respondent noted, “I feel like the performance art
community needs to expand its horizons. It seems very
much a closed community that always has the same
people cast and run by bias. I think it needs new blood
and new faces. The point of performance arts is to be
open.” Another stated, “With all the various ethnic
groups here, it’d be nice to see more performances from
each individual culture.” With regard to lack of audience
diversity, one respondent expressed, “The last time I
attended [a local theater performance], the audience was
mostly white. It could have been Sacramento, California.
There was a lack of people of color in the audience.”
Several respondents specifically noted an interest in
more non-Hawaiian performing arts offerings: “The
more variety of arts there are, the better off we are,
[and] the more likely other cultures will want to stay on
the Big Island.”

“

We are trying to be more inclusive;
would love to see a show [in which]
the cast and audience reflected the
diversity of the local community.”
—Hawai‘i Island performing arts donor

Audiences seek diverse performance
offerings
Diversifying audiences and theater patrons raised
themes of inclusion and representation and also cost and
affordability. Online survey respondents made clear that
they feel the breadth and quantity of performing arts
offerings on the Big Island could be further developed.
Many respondents indicated an interest in greater
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content variety for current performing arts events.
Free response comments were filled with enthusiastic
calls for classical, popular, rock, jazz, country western,
reggae, R&B, and folk music events, as well as interest
in dramatic plays, musical theater, and Broadway
musicals. Numerous survey respondents lamented the
limited number of performing arts offerings across the
island, and many simply asked for “more”—more events,
more plays, more choices, more performances. As one
succinctly put it, “More of anything, please.”
Multiple respondents expressed interest in seeing
“world-class performers,” “well-known acts,” “major
musical performing artists,” “top name talent,” “big
name headliners,” or “famous, trendy singers” on
Hawai‘i Island. Relatedly, several noted that seeing
A-list artists required traveling to Maui or O‘ahu, with
concomitant expenses for air travel, hotel, etc. Even
traveling to the other areas of the island—for instance,
from Kona to Waimea to see a desirable artist—could
mean a six-hour commitment or more, including travel
time. This desire for top-tier artists, however, is at
odds with many respondents’ calls for more affordable
performances. Numerous respondents indicated
interest in attending more events but said their budgets
simply didn’t allow them to do so. Said one commenter,
“Live events are for rich people. Not me…More people
would come check out something cheaper than a movie.
And more often…I can’t afford live events, so I have to
choose [my] sofa. I’d rather be out dancing.”

Strengthening professional
development pipelines and providing
concrete supports to those interested
in the performing arts will be critical
to the future of Hawai‘i Island’s
performing arts sector.
Career pathways in performing arts are few and far
between on the island. We found only a few formal
institutional supports currently in place to foster the
growth of the next generation of performing artists.
UH Hilo has maintained a performing arts program for
over 30 years and continues to offer limited training
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Photo courtesy of
Hawaii Performing
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in the professional performing arts. Interviews and
focus groups described significant state funding losses
and staff attrition, which have resulted in limited class
offerings and an absence of courses offering technical
training in stagecraft, lighting, and arts management.
The Hawaii Performing Arts Festival (HPAF) has
a respected and established history of bringing
performing arts talent to Hawai’i Island from across
the state and around the globe, furthering the study
and career development of young performing artists
working in Western performance traditions. HPAF has
broad appeal among Hawai‘i Island arts donors. Yet,
despite an almost universal desire for more on-island
youth involvement in the performing arts, we did not
encounter other comparable pipelines to foster and
support young performing artists on Hawai‘i Island.
Young adults enrolled in performing arts programming
at UH Hilo, as well as other youth interested in
performing arts careers, expressed a shared awareness
of the factors shaping those career pursuits locally:
• They see limited pathways to professional performing
arts as a career on island or within Hawai‘i

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND

• They recognize the high cost of pursuing performing
arts careers off island
• They see inequity and gaps in arts funding and
performing arts experiences in school and early
on, when children and youth are most ripe for
exploration and discovery
• They recognize an insularity of Hawai‘i Island’s
community that can engender a reluctance by some
residents to try new things that may be too different
or outside their comfort zone
What may seem at first to appear as challenges or
areas of deficit, however, may be better understood
as a manifestation of tensions held by many young
performing artists and arts leaders—specifically, an
inability to reconcile a deep desire to continue the rich
local traditions of creativity and performance with a lack
of educational and developmental pathways to pursue
that desire. Several young performing artists expressed
a sense of loyalty and personal connection to Hawai‘i
Island, yet at the same time they recognize—with an
almost bittersweet resignation—the need to “go offisland” if they truly intend to pursue a performing arts
career, due to the limited opportunities for professional
development and career advancement in the local sector.

“

Like, you can have a zero budget and
still get stuff done, because people
love to do it, and nobody recognizes
that talent, that creativity, that passion.
Nobody really appreciates it. But they’re
like, oh, they’re just taking this for a class.
It’s just like, no, people actually love to
do stagecraft. They love to be behind the
scenes. They love to, like, be on stage, and
they want to do all these things because
they’re passionate about it, and I guess
nobody knows how to appreciate it.”

—Young adult performing artist

Not only are performing arts career pathways limited,
but the cost of living is high on Hawai‘i Island; both
factors contribute to a narrowing of leadership and
learning opportunities for performing artists. Artists
and performers working in nonprofit arts organizations
often find they are volunteering their time and just
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“

If you lose an [artistic director] you
can lose that magic; we don’t know
how to do that. How to find someone to
come back on the island, may need to be
local. This island ‘spits people out if they
don’t quite fit.’ Haven’t quite figured out
how to open up that circle. We have to
be able to figure that out. We have some
younger people who have directed shows
in the last few years…we don’t know who
else is out there and how to get access
to know who else is out there. A Hawai‘i
directory of what is available and to help
people figure out how to be part of the
community theater right here.”
—Board member, Hawai‘i Island performing
arts organization

squeaking by on what wages they do earn. This
environment often leads to burnout for local arts
leaders and discourages the development of a pipeline
of the next generation of arts leaders. Many leaders
eventually choose to leave the island for better career
opportunities, while others just “throw themselves
into running their organizations,” allowing their own
professional development or performing arts education
to fall to the wayside. This lack of self-care and selfdevelopment among performing arts leaders can create
a stagnation of forms and squanders creative capital
on the island. What is more, board members for arts
organizations are in limited supply but high demand,
and they are as susceptible to burnout as are their staff
counterparts. Stated one interviewee, “We keep seeing
the same people over and over, volunteer burnout. They
may be on multiple boards, maybe not so much, but the
hours are the issue.” In addition, homogeneity among
board members regarding race/ethnicity, income, and
tastes in Western performance traditions may hinder
more blending within the island’s performing arts
sector.
Providing substantive supports and meaningful career
pathways for developing performing artists will be
critical for maintaining “homegrown” performing arts
talent on Hawai‘i Island. Forgoing the development of
such supports and pathways virtually guarantees that
the island will continue to export its most promising
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emerging artists and performing arts leaders, who will
continue to look off island to satisfy their educational
and professional development needs.

Children/school-age youth possess
untapped potential as audience
members and future performing artists.
Children, or keiki, are a common audience of interest
for those passionate about the performing arts
and culture on the island. This is true in regard to
both Western and non-Western forms and styles of
performance. Currently, Native Hawaiian hula halaus
and community engagement through chants and
music have the most visible footprint among youth;
these performing arts forms are widespread and offer
participatory performance opportunities for children
and youth throughout the island. The contribution that
hula makes to community connectivity, transmission of
cultural practices, and even positive influence on school
attendance is both valued and revered on the island.
Nonetheless, there is consistent and widespread
agreement that arts funding—and performing arts
funding in particular—is absent from island schools.
We found an almost unanimous chorus of support for
more early-age and youth-focused arts engagement
throughout the island. Engagement could range in form
from uniquely designed arts engagement programs
in schools to performances presented specifically for
children, youth, and their families, such as Japanese
cart puppetry (kuruma ningyo) or a holiday presentation
of “The Nutcracker.” Furthermore, nonprofit arts
and culture organizations are eager to reach more
school-aged youth through performing arts education
and expressed an openness to pursuing funding
opportunities that would allow them to train and mentor
youth with interests in the performing arts.
Across our interviews, we found a shared recognition
of the deep connections and emotional engagement
people can have with arts and culture—connections
and engagements that people believe are of value to
children and youth, and worth cultivating further. Our
findings clustered around three points of view regarding
performing arts with children and youth:
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“

They’re starting to cut down more
of the arts programs at school. And
I think that having them close it makes
other people feel like, oh, this isn’t
something I can do here. Like it just—they
probably can, but it just makes them lose
hope, and thinking like there’s just a few
things they can do here, like I can only
be a teacher, I can only be a nurse, or
something. And they feel like they can’t
do those other things, because it won’t
help them in the future.”
—Young adult focus group participant

• Cultivate and expand the local consumption
of Western performing arts. Some donors
and arts leaders—often hailing from mainland
urban communities—emphasize the value of more
contemplative and introspective moments that
people can have through the performing arts. Some
see great value alone in the emotional and creative
experiences generated by live performance; others
perceive a deficit in arts appreciation on the island
that they feel needs to be addressed. Some donors
describe a need to become better versed in the
unspoken rules and behaviors associated with formal
performing arts consumption—a better developed
ability to “code switch” as needed in a formal
performance setting. As one interview respondent
put it, “Arts education has been lacking; it needs to
be put back in the schools…[Kids] need exposure and
[should] feel comfortable with theater etiquette—we
are living the results of the lack of arts education.”
Leaders and donors who champion greater
consumption of Western performing arts hope to
grow young people’s appreciation of a professionalcaliber performing arts presentation through
firsthand experience. They emphasized providing
more on-site performances at schools during
instructional hours or planning special performances
at established venues that might appeal to families
with children. This sentiment was often linked with
a desire to address the challenge of transportation
for many island families with children, who are
less likely to attend an evening performance event
or allow children to remain after school without
alternative transportation.

A LANDSCAPE STUDY OF THE PERFORMING ARTS SECTOR OF HAWAI‘I ISLAND
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“

Already, we have very few resources
for young people arts in school. I
think the arts are central to creativity,
connection to humanity, and an enlarged
sense of purpose…”
—Hawai‘i Island performing arts donor

• Immerse youth in the performing arts through
hands-on, practical, applied experiences, not
just through appreciation of art for its own
sake. Harkening back to the blended and eclectic
contours of the Hawai‘i Island performing arts
sector, we found that many current presentations
that help children and youth experience the
performing arts draw upon the unique Hawaiian
culture and blended traditions of immigrant journeys
to Hawai‘i (see Figure 4). Hula is the most common
example of this, as a respected local kumu hula
and cultural advocate expressed when reflecting
upon questions of youth engagement in performing
arts: “Hula is more about lifestyle and cultural
practice...I’m looking for the next generation of
cultural practitioners.” Applied programs and
problem-solving through arts more generally were
also spotlighted as meaningful ways to cultivate
appreciation for and integration of performing arts
into daily life. For example, educational curricula
often referred to as STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, art, and math) allow youth to
incorporate arts into problem-solving and practice
design thinking. The Kohala Center offers a model
where young people work on projects in organic
agriculture, land stewardship, and food systems,
blending Hawaiian traditions with training in science

Photos Previous Page
Top left: OIO Youth Orchestra at East Hawai‘i Cultural Center, photo by Andrzej
Kramarz
Top right: Photo courtesy of Hawaii Performing Arts Festival
Bottom right: Lavaroots Performing Arts, photo by Sarah Anderson
Bottom left: Photo courtesy of Hawaii Performing Arts Festival
Center circle: West Hawaii Dance Theatre & Academy, photo by Joey Marshall
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and math. An immersion program in performing
arts similar to the Kohala Center model could help
youth develop lifelong appreciation of the arts, while
also cultivating creative problem-solving and career
skills. One young performing artist framed it this
way: “I put on a play for 2,500 people with a $500
budget, and that’s performing arts. Stagecraft is a
huge part of performing arts. That’s what makes
everything happen. So, the trash bags that you make
your curtains out of, they are sentimental in a sense,
because you created that with your mind, with your
hands. I mean, I made costumes out of bubble wrap.
I made shoes out of cardboard boxes—I’m saying
that’s performing arts. That takes talent. That takes
time. That takes dedication. And that’s the sense
that we don’t appreciate. We don’t notice—like we’re
used to real curtains, or we’re used to real floors, or
used to real props. But the sense of getting everyone
together and building these things, you know. You
can build anything…we don’t notice that, because
we’re lacking that specific point of performing arts.
That’s performing arts.” (Young Adult Focus Group
Participant #8, November 2, 2017)
• Provide youth with opportunities to perform
and practice an array of performing arts on
Hawai‘i Island. This approach is often designed
around cultivating future performing artists
and developing greater appreciation for different
performance traditions. Consider the impact of
investments made by Jake Shimabukuro and the
Music for Life Foundation, which facilitated the
donation of 20 ‘ukuleles to deserving schools, or the
well-established Honokaa High School Jazz Band, led
by Gary Washburn, which has become established
and renowned in its own right, performing
throughout Hawai‘i Island.
Such formative performing arts experiences with children
and youth serve as entry points to both lifelong arts
appreciation and a possible first step toward a long-term
pursuit of the performing arts. Stakeholders in the local
performing arts ecosystem express a hunger for an
infusion of new talent and arts leadership in the years
ahead, and the deeply shared interest among donors
and arts leaders to reach children and youth through
performing arts appears well aligned with such ambitions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
The exploration of the research findings presented
above identified both strengths and needs within the
Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector, which point to
a set of recommendations for future investment in the
sector. Recommendations are organized into four broad
investment areas and, where appropriate, are further
detailed with a corresponding subset of investment
strategies for near-, mid-, and long-term impact.
Investment areas are presented with equally weighted
importance, but they are organized sequentially to build
upon each other for cumulative impact.

1. Strengthen the infrastructure of
people and relationships within the
Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector
Further investments that strengthen the infrastructure
of people and their relationships—communication
channels, arts leaders, arts organizations, and
performing arts networks—will enrich the sector and
build greater potential for increased philanthropic
investment throughout the island over time.
Investments in this area would benefit different sizes of
organizations and help to expand support beyond larger,
established anchor institutions, subsequently reaching
more grassroots, informal, and heritage groups, which
are often overlooked for direct philanthropic funding.
Support production of a centralized arts calendar
Development and sustained production of a centralized
arts calendar—whether through existing mechanisms
(local newspaper, tourism bureau, etc.) or by creating a
process and providing financial support for updates to
occur on a consistent, timely basis—would contribute
a small but significant change in the local performing
arts community. One arts leader pointed to a past effort
during 2008-2012 and championed by Arts of Kona,
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which brought together west side arts stakeholders
interested in growing collaboration among arts groups
and building a common calendar (Key Informant Email,
April 9, 2018). A similar informal effort occurred
among arts organizations on the east side of the island
during 2015-2016. While the experience of coming
together was seen as beneficial in itself, no one person
or organization was willing to develop and maintain a
common island performance calendar without funds
or dedicated staffing (Key Informant Interview #7,
December 13, 2017). Production, maintenance, and
distribution of such a calendar should be vested in a
neutral or third-party group such as a local business
or nonprofit organization that specializes in on-island
communications and marketing. This could also be
accomplished through the work of a neutral backbone
organization supporting all performing arts throughout
the island.

“

I think the thing is that we do have
people who do come here, I guess,
like to the Palace or to UH to try to
perform, but sometimes it’s just so hard
to get the word out about that person is
here, and what they’re known for, just to
raise awareness. It’s like you rarely know
about it until it’s too late, and then you’re
like, oh, I didn’t know that.”
—Young adult focus group participant

Provide stipends to allow participation in full- and multiday gatherings for arts leaders
While arts leaders and performing artists convey
an interest in gathering and collaborating, the sheer
amount of time away from the office or home is in
and of itself a hurdle to getting people together.
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Distances associated with intra-island travel provide
another hurdle. Having a gathering in any one place
will mean some attendees travel greater distances
than others; some may even benefit from an overnight
stay beforehand to ensure their full-day participation,
e.g., not having to arrive extremely early or leave
before gatherings officially end in order to avoid traffic
or traveling at night. A fund could be established to
provide fiscal support and stipends for gatherings of
arts leaders and performing artists on the island. These
gatherings could be structured in a way that incentivizes
collaboration among groups from different regions of
the island and invests equitably in different areas of the
island’s performing arts sector. Such a fund could be
managed by a neutral backbone organization supporting
all performing arts throughout the island.
Invest in backbone organization(s) to foster deeper
connections throughout the sector and build the health of
the ecosystem
There is both an opportunity and desire to foster more
collaboration among arts organizations on Hawai‘i Island,
as well as potential for more blending of performing arts
traditions to maintain a truly unique, eclectic performing
arts sector. These opportunities could be addressed
through one or two backbone organizations serving
Hawai‘i Island with an eye toward the overall health of
the ecosystem. Such an organization could take the lead
in production of a comprehensive island performance
calendar, present professional development workshops
for leaders of arts organizations, maintain a fund to
support participation in multi-day arts gatherings, and
host convenings of performing artists and arts leaders
to promote collaboration and creative blending of
performing arts traditions in dance, music, and theater
island-wide. In addition, a backbone organization could
support more fundraising infrastructure for a wider array
of performing arts organizations on the island, such as
providing technical assistance and professional guidance
on fundraising, donor relations, and relationship-building
with mainland and private foundations.

Building a Vibrant Performing Arts
Sector on Hawai‘i Island
Strengthen the infrastructure of people
and relationships within the Hawai‘i Island
performing arts sector
• Support production of a centralized arts calendar
• Provide stipends to allow participation in fulland multi-day gatherings for arts leaders
• Invest in backbone organization(s) to foster
deeper connections throughout the sector and
build the health of the ecosystem

Expand and support performing arts
education in Hawai‘i Island schools and
colleges
• Champion and pilot STEAM education in
several schools in each island region

Position Hawai‘i Island as a model for
developing eclectic performing arts
traditions and diverse performing artists
fluent in both Native Hawaiian and
Western art forms
• Establish a learning exchange for arts leaders
and island performers of all ages
• Support development of new artists and build
an on-island fellows network
• Invest in a wider array of performing arts
organizations that foster a blending of forms
and elevate the unique potential offerings of
the Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector

Foster greater accessibility and equitable
investment within the Hawai‘i Island
performing arts ecosystem
• Partner with area businesses to offset travel
costs for greater event attendance throughout
the island
• Fund a series of performing arts donor
learning exchanges and discussions
• Incentivize partnerships and leverage
existing investments to expand access
to and availability of safe, well-designed
performance venues
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2. Expand and support performing arts
education in Hawai‘i Island schools and
colleges
A consistent, pervasive concern about the dearth
of performing arts appreciation, experiences, and
education opportunities in schools signals an area
ripe for investment. This concern is most pronounced
in relation to public schools, community colleges, and
UH Hilo, in particular. UH Hilo’s Performing Arts
program has sustained significant cuts over the past
several years. Restoring funding through a restricted
gift or endowed chair could help attenuate the impact of
these losses in the short term. Partnering with public
schools and community colleges to advance or support
more arts education through additional funding at all
levels, for classes and coursework, would be another
direct approach to address this deficit. However, the
sheer number of schools on the island and the weighty
institutional processes that shape school curricula at
every level mean such direct investments could have
an uneven impact on the performing arts sector in
the short term. In the medium term, this approach
could compound further inequities in arts education,
as schools with ready access to local donations rapidly
pull ahead of less resourced schools over time. Such
patterns could parallel those already observed between
private and public schools, with private schools offering
performing arts to their students by drawing upon
private donations and tuition fees, while public schools

lacking comparable funds remain unable to offer
similar enrichment opportunities. One way to avoid the
dilemmas and potential unevenness of such an approach
is to consider more innovative and long-term investment
strategies that could help spark new appreciation for
the performing arts and career pathways for future
generations of performing artists.
Champion and pilot STEAM education in several schools
in each island region
K-12 schools across the nation have been rapidly
adopting a focus on science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM), central to the success of the next
generation of leaders and thinkers, especially those
with career aspirations in those four fields of study. A
major thrust of STEM efforts is a greater emphasis on
problem-solving, complex thinking, and critical analysis.
Piloting science, technology, engineering, art, and
math (STEAM) programs throughout each region of the
island would yield gains in both greater appreciation of
the performing arts but also potential career pathways
for performing artists in the long term. STEAM
programs in schools would allow for direct training and
engagement with the performing arts to round out and
complement a greater emphasis on problem-solving
and critical thinking. STEAM curricula can allow for
training in artistic methods and skills such as design
thinking and production planning, not to mention other
unique opportunities to study body mechanics through
dance and the melding of performing arts with new

Photo courtesy of Kona Dance and Performing Arts
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technologies to expand and enrich audience experiences,
among others.
STEAM curricula can also incorporate Native Hawaiian
and other indigenous forms of knowledge to expand
understanding of the natural world, through use of chant
and talk story to understand practices such as navigation,
agricultural planning, or water conservation. Programs
at the Kohala Center on the north side of the island offer
a potential learning lab for building and developing
STEAM programs that incorporate Native Hawaiian
practices with science, math, and performing arts. The
STEAM concept is still an emergent one, with potential
for refinement and innovation. Under the leadership and
direction of an innovative school principal and committed
team of teachers, Hawai‘i Island could begin to model for
others in the nation the persistent value and importance
of the performing arts and the contribution the arts make
not only to learning, but also to the larger economy as
STEAM graduates begin to make their mark on the world.

3. Position Hawai‘i Island as a model
for developing eclectic performing
arts traditions and diverse performing
artists fluent in both Native Hawaiian
and Western art forms
The potential for a blending of traditions and
performance styles that draw from both Western and
non-Western traditions is ripe for the taking within
the island’s performing arts sector. Hawai‘i Island’s
racial and ethnic diversity and appreciation for blended
traditions offer great potential for cultivating a more
inclusive cadre of future performing artists and a
model of eclectic performance traditions. Such a model
could contribute not only to the health of the island’s
performing arts ecosystem, but also to the future of the
performing arts field in the United States. We found
that strengthening career pathways on island and
building arts leadership opportunities that embrace
unique community dynamics could position Hawai‘i
Island as an innovator in performing arts for the 21st
century. Accomplishing this will require a greater
embrace of the eclectic cultural orientations of the
community and a critical realignment of philanthropic
resources to replicate promising programs and practices
from other regions that champion and value their sense
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of difference. Investing in a wide array of younger
performing artists, performing arts organizations, and
on-island learning opportunities that foster a blending
of forms has the potential to grow local fluency in
multiple styles and traditions. In turn, this broadened
repertoire could expand opportunities for performing
artists to train and develop in this unique island style,
ultimately encouraging more performing artists to call
Hawai‘i Island their home. Investments that elevate the
unique confluence of traditions that emerge from such
an eclectic sector will help position Hawai‘i Island as a
place of learning and innovation in the performing arts.
Establish a learning exchange for arts leaders and island
performers of all ages
Exchanges can help break down a sense of insularity
within the island’s performing arts community and
narrow the exposure divide between mainland and
Hawai‘i Island performing artists. One approach
to exchange could be the development of a mobile
learning program that creates opportunities for
performers of all ages, including youth, to engage with
performing artists from other regions of the United
States. This approach has been successful in other
areas of the country with racially/ethnically diverse
populations, geographic distances between population
centers, and in communities melding traditional
Western performing arts with Native and Indigenous
traditions, as well as more eclectic arts presentations.
Technology can be leveraged to offer virtual “shop
talks” between performers and artists on Hawai‘i Island
and those living and performing in other regions of
the United States, such as California’s Central Valley,
metropolitan areas of Houston, Puerto Rico, Native
American reservations of North Dakota, or the bayous of
Louisiana, as just a few examples.
Although face-to-face collaboration is often preferable,
investments in digital video technology would allow
for virtual exchanges to happen in different locations
throughout Hawai‘i Island. Video chats and virtual
discussions would provide a low-cost alternative to
extensive on-island travel and reduce some barriers
for fuller participation by a wider range of artists with
varying levels of experience and from all regions of the
island. As the learning program grows, additional inperson exchanges could be planned and implemented,
giving Hawai‘i Island performing artists the chance
to travel off island to other communities to learn
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Support development of new artists and build an onisland fellows network

Photo courtesy of
Hawaii Performing
Arts Festival

about other performing arts sectors and to experience
performances and presentations through a one- or
two-day residency. Reverse exchanges would allow
Hawai‘i Island to share its unique strengths, eclectic
cultural traditions, and creative problem-solving with
other performing artists throughout the country and
even other parts of the world. Art of the Rural offers
an established model for these types of exchanges
that could be adapted to operate on Hawai‘i Island, or
investments could be made to include Hawai‘i Island in
existing exchange programs.

“

Distance and rural-located artists and
performers—one thing, several ways
we have worked on this, we want to
continue encouraging people to discover
new ideas. Funding to bring them off
their area, out of their area, to meet and
get them to other places. Panels and
community groups coming to their place—
funding to make that possible. It involves
planning and residencies, even one-day
residencies.”

Establishing a fellowship program on Hawai‘i Island
would provide on-island middle- and high-schoolaged youth opportunities to pursue performing arts
educational experiences and build connections to
the performing arts sector over the course of several
years. Exposure to and appreciation for the arts at
a young age are often viewed as a first step toward a
career in the arts. Yet, the findings from this study
point to a longer-term hurdle to such assumptions in
that career pathways for performing artists on the
island are limited and oftentimes described as closed
off to most island residents. It is unlikely that early
school experiences alone will translate into long-term
performing arts careers. This interrupted trajectory is
even more pronounced for Native Hawaiian and other
youth of color, who describe a desire to pursue the
performing arts but experience misalignment between
their appreciation for a more eclectic set of performing
arts traditions and career realities that push them
toward Western traditions or off-island futures.
The fellowship could include mentoring from on-island
performing artists, as well as afternoon or weekend
workshops in various styles of performance, including
Native Hawaiian and other eclectic traditions that
reflect the island’s performing arts sector (choral
music, dramatic plays, circus performance, chant or
hula, etc.). A professional mentor or performing arts
guide would be assigned to each fellow, steward the
fellow’s experience, ensure periodic reviews of learning
and career aspirations, and offer an entrée into onisland performing arts networks. Fellows could gather
together with performing artists and arts leaders for
annual on-island convenings or thematic discussion on
the contribution of the Hawai‘i Island performing arts
sector to the larger performing arts community, both in
the United States and internationally. Funding to pay
for the time of mentors/guides and the cost associated
with travel to support fellows would round out this
investment.

—Grantmaker in the arts
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Invest in a wider array of performing arts organizations
that foster a blending of forms and elevate the unique
potential offerings of the Hawai‘i Island performing arts
sector
We found that most funding decisions and investments
by private foundations and donors are not equitably
distributed between Native Hawaiian and traditional
Western performing arts. Donors and foundations
also tend to gravitate toward institutions offering
performances that resonate with personal interests,
tastes, and mainland experiences. Current donor
patterns and support will likely sustain a small number
of larger anchor institutions but do little to harness the
strength and potential contribution that the Hawai‘i
Island performing arts sector could make within the
larger performing arts field. For example, halaus
and hula continue to make a mark on the island’s
performance culture and broader sense of community,
yet very few receive direct philanthropic investment.
Additional new investments in a wider array of existing
performing arts organizations and groups on the
Hawai‘i Island would foster a more eclectic sector and
encourage more blending of styles and forms. Korean
dance performances blended with visual arts at UH
Hilo, live scored music for film screenings at the Kahilu
Theatre, or stargazing at the ‘Imiloa Planetarium while
listening to a live music performance are all examples
of what is happening on the island now. Further
investment could transform a latent strength into a
palpable hallmark of the Hawai‘i Island performing arts
sector. Groups dedicated to the practice and production
of more Experiential and Interactive Performances
(see Figure 4) could partner with Heritage Groups or
Venues With Ticketed Presentation Seasons to offer
productions that reflect the eclectic cultural orientations
of the community. Smaller Heritage Groups and
Community Performers could partner with Community
Theaters to produce frequent outdoor concerts or
dramatic plays scored by local musicians. Orchestra
musicians could blend a chamber music performance
with visual elements presented by local visual artists.
Greater investments in organizations that present
performances reflecting Hawai‘i Island’s eclecticism
could help build audience diversity over time, with
regards to race, ethnicity, household income, and
education levels.
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4. Foster greater accessibility and
equitable investment within the Hawai‘i
Island performing arts ecosystem
A clear desire for more performing arts experiences
exists on the island, but meeting that desire in a
sustainable way is a challenge for the Hawai‘i Island
performing arts sector. Throughout the United States,
performing arts is increasingly about engagement in
an era of declining audiences. The juggernaut of social
media and digital on-demand, self-curated cultural
consumption further erodes a declining desire to
attend events in person. These competing forces have
required many established institutions and performing
arts venues to adapt their methods for attracting and
retaining audiences—they are searching for a way
forward from engagement strategies that no longer
resonate with more diverse, contemporary audiences.
The Hawai‘i Island performing arts sector faces these
same challenges with audience engagement. Yet, the
unique history and embrace of more eclectic performing
arts positions the island’s sector to build a new pathway
that fosters greater equity within the sector and serves
as a unique model for others to follow. Hawai‘i Island
offers a potential incubator to develop and experiment
with new forms of sustainability and audience
engagement, to cultivate and retain more racially
and ethnically diverse audiences, and to increase
equitable access to performing arts productions for
all island residents. Investments that generate greater
equity throughout the ecosystem will be critical to
sustaining the sector long term and elevating the
unique contribution that Hawai‘i Island can model in
developing inclusive, diverse, and equitable performing
arts sectors.
Partner with area businesses to offset travel costs for
greater event attendance throughout the island
Borrowing a tactic used by many major sporting
events, performing arts organizations could establish
partnerships with Hawai‘i Island gas and petroleum
stations to offer event attendees vouchers for gasoline
purchase once inside the event. Such partnerships
could help offset costs of traveling to see events
outside an individual’s immediate community or
region (e.g., driving from Kona to Hilo, driving from
Puna to Waimea). This strategy could also advance
audience diversity by providing low-income families
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“

We like to think of the performing arts
as an agent for social change, sort of
a liberating force for people who may not
have other opportunities.”
—Hawai‘i Island performing arts donor

more dollars to spend on performance offerings
even at slightly higher ticket prices. Taking this a
step further, partnerships with area hotels or bed
and breakfasts could allow performing arts venues
to offer travel packages with discounted overnight
accommodations and premier seating at special events.
Such packages might incentivize off-island visitors
to attend more performing arts events during short
stays and potentially bolster intra-island exposure to
performances at different venues.
Fund a series of performing arts donor learning
exchanges and discussions
Conducting a series of multi-year donor learning and
exchange sessions with donors, funders, and arts
leaders from other amenity-rich rural areas4 in Hawai‘i
Island and the mainland United States could build a
deeper appreciation for and share learning from the
island’s unique and eclectic performing arts sector.
Weekend site visits and person-to-person conversation
could help foster a deeper understanding of trends
and changes in the performing arts nationally, as well
as opportunities to share learning based on Hawai‘i
Island investment strategies. Hosting a donor exchange
weekend on Hawai‘i Island would also allow for crosspollination and opportunities to lift up local performing
arts sector successes, local talent, and racially/
ethnically diverse arts leaders.
Visits to meet organizations and performing artists
leading efforts to produce eclectic and blended

4
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performances could spark insights and new perspectives
for donors. Dedicated sessions focused on the history
and intersection of Native Hawaiian and other
Indigenous arts traditions would be critical to a wellrounded donor learning experience. The Native Arts and
Cultures Foundation is one resource for designing visits
and discussions with other donors working in this area.
Conversations with foundations investing in performing
arts in innovative ways (e.g., the Community Creativity
Initiative at the Bush Foundation) are another way a
Hawai‘i Island donor learning exchange could guide
more diverse, inclusive, and equitable sector investment
in the mid- and long term.
Incentivize partnerships and leverage existing investments
to expand access to and availability of safe, well-designed
performance venues
There is a collective sense that more venue space is
needed on the island. Few existing venues offer safe,
affordable, and well-designed space for performances.
Those spaces that do meet these criteria come with a
cost—ongoing operations and maintenance fees for those
who own such venues (e.g., Kahilu Theatre, UH Hilo)
and rental fees for those trying to gain access to premier
spaces. The west side of the island currently lacks a
large performance space, though a recent announcement
by the Lili‘uokalani Trust, as described above (see page
17), may help to address this need in part. At the same
time that many performers, arts leaders, donors, and
audiences express a desire for new venues, a mismatch
exists between what is desired by the performing arts
sector and what the population and economic base can
bear. Many Hawai‘i Island arts organizations reported
struggles to meet operating costs, retain staff, and
recruit top talent. The establishment of a new venue that
can attract more top talent from off island to perform
in a temperature-controlled space with state-of-the-art
technology would be a costly endeavor and one that
requires sufficient revenue to sustain.
A more right-sized approach to increasing access and
availability of performance venues could be through a
matching grants program to catalyze public and private
partnerships to develop different-sized performance
spaces in several regions throughout the island. Such
an approach would serve the performing arts sector
better in the long term, as it would encourage “skin
in the game” from all interested parties and would
not leave any individual venue on its own to recover
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all start-up costs plus maintenance and revenue long
term. Downtown Hilo is already home to a cluster of
local independent performing artists, a number of arts
organizations, UH Hilo campus, and the internationally
renowned Merrie Monarch Festival, positioning it as an
appealing place for future performing arts investments.
A public or municipal partner could work with a panel of
local performing artists to transform vacant buildings
into safe mixed-use spaces accessible on a year-round
basis; multiple examples of such partnerships can be
found throughout the country. A model from nearby
O‘ahu could be considered by Hawai‘i Island: Ola Ka
‘Ilima Artspace, a mixed-use arts development that
would provide work/residential space for artists and
their families, as well as community space for nonprofit
partners and events, is currently in development by PA‘I
Foundation, with support from the Ford Foundation,
the National Endowment for the Arts, and ArtPlace.
Leveraging investments, such as that planned by
Lili‘uokalani Trust in Kailua-Kona, and incentivizing
public and private partnerships in areas with an
already burgeoning arts scene (such as Hilo) or growing
populations (such as the Puna District) could help to
build a more visible and robust ecosystem on the island,
where performing arts become a bigger part of local
economies and community life in the long term.
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CONCLUSION
Taken together, the recommendations above
establish an initial roadmap for building a thriving,
vibrant performing arts sector on Hawai‘i Island.
Fundamentally, they underscore the importance of
investing in people—whether school-age children, young
performers, emerging arts leaders, established artists,
performing arts donors, or existing and potential
audience members—and strengthening the relationships
between those people in order to transcend geographic
boundaries, performing arts genres, and demographic
distinctions. Furthermore, the recommendations
indicate that Hawai‘i Island is ripe for cross-pollination,
not only among its various arts sector components but
also with mainland United States and international
performing arts communities. Investments in both
human and resource capital can help usher in this
cross-pollination, ensuring that the unique, blended, and
eclectic performing arts traditions that Hawai‘i Island
nurtures are celebrated and successfully shared, truly
unleashing the potential of this island of possibility.
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APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY IN BRIEF
To begin the performance inventory, we conducted
internet research and a review of published Hawai‘i
arts and culture bulletins. We identified a set of 39
groups/organizations that offered some type of public
performance experience, and in August 2017 we
invited each to submit copies of event calendars or
complete an online performance inventory of featured
presentations during the past two seasons (2015/162016/17). Nineteen groups/organizations responded to
this request; two organizations were excluded from the
final analysis because they did not report any Hawai‘i
Island performances. We then reviewed and analyzed
event calendars and performance inventories for the
17 groups/organizations that remained to generate a
composite picture of performing arts presentations,
performance groups, and presentation trends on
Hawai‘i Island.
Through our interviews and focus groups, we obtained
perspectives and insights from key stakeholders:
local nonprofit arts leaders, performing artists, arts
donors, board members, as well as state and national
leaders in arts philanthropy. Interview and focus group
conversations explored individuals’ notions of the
term “performing arts”; perceptions regarding local
performing arts audiences, their appetites, and strategies
for engagement; challenges and opportunities for Hawai‘i
Island’s performing arts sector; and suggestions for
philanthropic investment in the performing arts. We
established a purposive sample of 27 stakeholders,
diverse by age, race/ethnicity, and gender, through
our contacts at the Hawaii Community Foundation and
recommendations acquired through initial exploratory
conversations with state-level arts organizations.
Stakeholder interviews and focus group discussions
typically lasted 1-1.5 hours in total. A more targeted
focus group was also conducted with eight young adults
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between 18 and 25 years of age interested in the arts.
Sampling and selection for the young adult focus group
was conducted via an online survey distributed through
a network of Hawai‘i Island colleges and universities. All
but one young adult participant identified as a person
of color, and 75% identified as female. Sample interview
questions and focus group protocols can both be found in
Appendix B.
Finally, an online survey was conducted to acquire
snapshot insights about Hawai‘i Island performing arts
audiences—that is, who attends performing arts events
on the island, and to what extent attendees reflect the
island’s residents as a whole. We collaborated with
Hawai‘i Island nonprofits, civic groups, educational
institutions, and informal networks of island contacts
to distribute an online survey to capture a wide range of
the island’s “general public.” The survey was designed
to help answer three overarching questions:
• Who is attending performing arts events on the Big
Island, and what are their interests and motivations
in doing so?
• What is the demographic profile of performing arts
consumers, and do they differ by age, racial/ethnic
status, or geographic area of residence?
• What does the general public want to see more of,
and feel is missing from the current performing arts
offering on the island?

In total, 605 people from across the island responded
to the survey; the vast majority are full- or parttime residents of the island. It should be noted that
the respondents represent a convenience sample
of the island’s general public, i.e., the respondents
were available and accessible through our channels
of island contacts. Therefore, the survey does not
represent statistical significance in its findings.
Nonetheless, the findings can be considered
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somewhat indicative of trends or overall patterns
among Hawai‘i Island residents and their perceptions
of and engagement with the local performing
arts landscape. A full list of survey questions and
responses can be found in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW AND
FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOLS
Key Informant Interview Protocol

performing arts sector today?
4) Who makes up the performing arts audience on
the Big Island?

Introduction
We are interested in getting your perspective and
insights on the performing arts sector on the Big Island
of Hawai‘i. Your input over the next hour will help
inform a larger study we are conducting on behalf of the
Hawaii Community Foundation to guide future donor
investments in the island’s performing arts sector. Your
response to the questions that follow will help us acquire
a grounded view of the performing arts sector on the
island as it is today. We will also ask you to share your
point of view around some current challenges and seek
your guidance on potential directions for any future
investments in the sector.
I can answer any questions you may have before we
begin.
I will now ask you to review and sign the informed consent document I have provided, which includes an explanation of how we will keep your responses confidential.
1) Please provide us with a brief snapshot of your
background and current connection to the
performing arts sector.
2) How do you define performing arts?
Query: What do you think of and include in a
discussion of the performing arts?
3) What would you describe as the greatest
strength of or success within the Big Island

a.

Is there a population/community not
currently engaged by existing performing
arts organizations on the island?
If Yes: What would you recommend as
a strategy or approach to engaging that
population/community?

5) Which organizations or institutions do you believe
have the greatest audience reach on the island at
this time?
6) Do you see any challenges in the short term for the
performing arts sector on the island?
7) Are there any emerging performing artists or
early-career arts leaders you believe are poised to
make a significant impact on the future growth
and vitality of the performing arts sector?
8) What funding sources do you believe are most
likely to drive growth or expansion of the
performing arts on the Big Island?
9) What do you believe is the best role for arts
philanthropy in the island’s performing arts
sector at this juncture?
a.

Where do you see the potential best
use of any additional philanthropic
investment within the island’s
performing arts sector?

10) Where do you see the greatest appetite for
performing arts on the Big Island over the next 10
years?
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Focus Group Protocols

No remuneration: There is no monetary compensation associated with this study; however, all members of the focus
groups will receive a $25 gift card from an area merchant.

General Introduction
Purpose: We are interested in getting your perspectives
and insights on the performing arts sector on the Big Island of Hawai‘i. We have invited you here today because of
your experience and formal associations with established
Big Island arts organizations. Your input over the next 90
minutes will help inform a larger study we are conducting
on behalf of the Hawaii Community Foundation to guide
future donor investments in the island’s performing arts
sector. There are no right or wrong answers, and while
you are here in a group, each individual opinion is of great
value. Group responses to the question that follow will help
us acquire a grounded view of the performing arts sector
on the island as it is today. We will also ask you to share
your point of view around some current challenges and
explore some potential directions for future investments in
the sector.
Confidentiality: Your comments and answers from
this session will be kept confidential. We will ask you to
review our confidentiality statement before we start. You
can agree verbally after we read the form aloud to all of
you. Your answers and comments will be coded and kept
in a password-protected database accessible only by the
researchers. Quotes from this session in the final written
documents will not be associated with names unless the
interviewee explicitly requests that their name and/or
affiliation be linked to the quote.
Recording: With your permission, the focus group will be
recorded using a digital recorder. The recordings are for
note-taking purposes only and for the research team to listen to as they write up a final report. Please speak clearly,
loudly, and one at a time to allow us to capture everything
you say today. I will ask you to sign a release form that
permits me to record you as part of this focus group. (If a
participant declines to be recorded, a one-on-one interview
will be arranged separately, and notes will be recorded by
hand and transcribed.)
Participants can receive a copy of the final written product,
as well as a copy of the transcript of the interview and/or
an audio recording of the interview (if consented to audio
recording).
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A. Nonprofit leaders from arts organizations and institutions
1) We would like to go around and have each of you
tell us briefly:
a.

About your background in the arts

b.

Your current title and organizational
affiliation

c.

Your number of years working in the arts

2) How do you define performing arts?
a.

Are there any types of performance
that you believe are undervalued or not
adequately presented on the island?

3) What would you describe as the greatest strength
of or success within the Big Island performing
arts sector today?
4) What influences organizational decisions to
feature a particular performer or schedule
performances in any given year?
Query: Does your organization have an artistic director, or do you work with an artistic
director from another organization when
developing your presentation calendar?
5) What types of audience engagement strategies
have worked best for your organization(s)?
6) Is there a population/community not
currently engaged by existing performing arts
organizations on the island?
7) Fundraising is a challenge for so many nonprofits,
and we know that finding more resources is a
perpetual goal for any organization. But, are there
any unique or specific fundraising challenges that
you face being on the Big Island?
a.

Are ticket sales generating adequate
revenue for the sector?
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b.

Do you find subscription sales help
increase revenue projections?

c.

What is the average price range for
tickets at indoor venues?

d.

What is the average price range for
outdoor events/festivals?

6) Have any of you started or planned a performing
arts event on your own or with a group of artists/
performers here on the Big Island?
a.

What type of performance was featured?

b.

How did you secure your venue?

c.

Was there any financial support that you
secured through donations, sponsorships
or ticket sales?

8) Describe your relationships to donors and patrons
on the Big Island.
a.

How do most gifts get made?

b.

How often to you engage with donors
during the year?

9) Are performing arts organizations adequately
staffed, or are there staffing gaps that affect the
quality and delivery of performing arts on the Big
Island?
10) What do you believe is the best role for arts
philanthropy in the island’s performing arts
sector at this juncture?

B. Community artists and performers
1) How do you define performing arts?
a.

Are there any forms of performance
that you believe are undervalued or not
adequately presented on the island?

7) What challenges, if any, do you see for the
performing arts on the island during the next 10
years?
8) Where do you see the greatest appetite for
performing arts on the Big Island over the next 10
years?

C. Youth and young adult consumers
1) What do you like to do in your free time, on the
weekends, when you are not working or not in
school?
2) Who do you prefer to spend time with when
having fun or enjoying new experiences?
3) What type(s) of cultural events or community
traditions are you interested in?
a.

2) What types of performances do you attend most
often?
3) In what ways do artists participate in the
performing arts sector on the island?
a.

Do you or other artists you know
serve on the boards for any local arts
organizations?

4) What would you describe as the greatest strength
of or success within the Big Island performing
arts sector today?
5) Is there a population/community not
currently engaged by existing performing arts
organizations on the island?
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Tell us about any cultural events or
traditions that you participate in
personally.

4) How do you learn about local events or activities
like festivals or concerts?
a.

Are you more likely to take notice to
something posted on social media?

b.

Do you listen to podcasts?
i. How often?
ii. What subject matter is most
interesting to you when
selecting podcasts?
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5) When it comes to entertainment, how do you
spend your own money?
a.

Does the price of a ticket influence your
choice to attend a concert or event?

6) We are interested in how young adults, like you,
feel about the arts in general. What comes to mind
when you hear someone talking about “the arts”?
a.

How about “the performing arts”? Does
that change what you think of when you
hear that phrase?

Query: Some people think art is for “older
white folks”; do you agree or disagree with
that perception/idea?
7) Do you ever attend live performances?
a.

What types of performances do you
prefer to attend?

b.

Have you ever participated in a live
performance?

c.

Would you pay to see your friends or
families perform on stage in a play,
dance, or concert?

8) What performing arts organizations or venues are
you familiar with here on the island?
9) What kind(s) of performances would you consider
attending if they were presented on the Big Island
in the future?
Query: Over the next 10 years, what types of
performance would you like to see presented here
on the island?
10) What do you think would be the best way
to increase attendance by young adults at
performing arts events on the Big Island?
a.
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What would encourage more
participation by young adults on the
performing arts on the Big Island?
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APPENDIX C: HAWAI‘I ISLAND
PERFORMING ARTS ONLINE SURVEY:
PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS
QUESTION 1:

QUESTION 4:

What is your gender?
Female

70%

423

What is the highest level of education you have
completed?

Male

30%

178

Some high school, but didn’t graduate

0%

2

Other (please specify)

0%

2

Graduated from high school/GED

5%

28

Answered

603

Some college, but didn’t graduate

18%

109

Skipped

2

Graduated from college

32%

192

Some graduate school

10%

57

Completed graduate school

34%

203

Other (please specify)

3%

19
591
14

QUESTION 2:

What is your age?
18 to 24

3%

15

Answered

25 to 34

6%

35

Skipped

35 to 44

9%

54

QUESTION 5:

45 to 54

15%

93

55 to 64

25%

150

Which of the following best describes your work
status? Please check all that apply.

65 to 74

31%

188

75 or older

11%

66

Answered

601

Skipped

4

QUESTION 3:

Please select one or more of the following
categories to describe your racial/ethnic identity.

Employed, part-time

13%

77

Employed, full-time

42%

252

Student, part-time

1%

5

Student, full-time

2%

13

Family caretaker/stay-athome parent

3%

17

Retired

43%

260

Unemployed

1%

5

American Indian or Alaskan Native

2%

15

Black or African American

1%

6

Answered

601

Chinese

4%

27

Skipped

4

Filipino

5%

32

Japanese

8%

50

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

10%

61

Other Asian

2%

13

Hispanic or Latino

4%

24

White or Caucasian

76%

460

Prefer not to answer

5%

28

Other (please specify)

5%

31

Answered 604
Skipped
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QUESTION 10:

QUESTION 6:

If you indicated in Q5 that you are employed full
time or part time, which of the following best
describes your current occupation?
1%

Construction worker/mechanic

3

Service worker (includes hairstylist, waiter, 9%
firefighter, teacher, police officer)

51%

304

49

West side, including Kailua-Kona, Kalaoa,
Captain Cook, Honaunau-Napo‘opo‘o

North side, including Waikoloa, Kawaihae, 10%
Hawi, Waimea

59

29%

175

Operator, fabricator, laborer

0%

2

Technical, sales, or clerical worker

6%

30

Self-employed

17%

90

Manager or professional

24%

127

Not applicable

35%

186

Other (please specify)

8%

45

Answered

532

Skipped

73

QUESTION 7:

What is your approximate annual household income?
Less than $25,000

7%

42

$25,000-$49,999

14%

84

$50,000-$74,999

18%

107

$75,000 or greater

43%

258

Don’t know/prefer not to answer

18%

109

Answered 600
Skipped

If you are a full-time or part-time resident of
Hawai‘i Island (i.e., you live on Hawai‘i Island at
least three months of the year), in which part of
the island do you live?

5

QUESTION 8:

Which of the following best describes your current
relationship status?

East side, including Laupahoehoe,
Honokaa, Honomu, Hilo, Pahoa, Volcano

South side, including Miloli‘i, Ocean View, 4%
Naalehu, Pahala

25

Not applicable—I live on Hawai‘i Island for 6%
less than three months of the year

37

Answered

600

Skipped

5

QUESTION 11:

Do any children currently live in your household?
Check all that apply.
No children currently live in my household 79%

471

Yes, at least one child less than 6 years
old lives in my household

3%

20

Yes, at least one child between 6 and 12
years old lives in my household

8%

46

Yes, at least one child between 13 and 17
years old lives in my household

8%

45

Yes, at least one child 18 years or older
lives in my household

6%

38

Answered

599

Skipped

6

Married

61%

363

Widowed

5%

32

Divorced

12%

71

Separated

1%

7

In a domestic partnership or civil union

5%

29

0 events

3%

18

Single, but living with an unmarried
partner or significant other

6%

35

1-6 events

62%

357

Single, never married

10%

60

7-12 events

22%

129

Answered

597

13-24 events

8%

47

Skipped

8

25 or more events

4%

22

Other (please specify)

0%

2

QUESTION 9:

Answered

575

Which of the following best describes your
residency in Hawai‘i Island?

Skipped

30

Full-time/year-round

82%

486

Part-time/between 3-11 months per year

9%

56

Occasional/less than 3 months per year

8%

49

Answered

591

Skipped

14
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QUESTION 12:

On average, how many performing arts events do
you attend each year?
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QUESTION 14:

QUESTION 13:

If you attended a performing arts event in the past
year, which type(s) of event did you attend? Check
all that apply.

If you attended a performing arts event in the past
year, in which of the following types of venues did
you experience the performance?

Live musical performance (instruments
or voice)

81%

466

90%

519

Live theater/dramatic performance

80%

458

Indoor event in a private venue (e.g., a
theater for which you paid money to
attend)

Live dance performance

40%

228

35%

204

Performing arts festival

21%

120

Outdoor event in a private venue (e.g., an
outdoor amphitheater or hotel garden for
which you paid money to attend)

Aerial, acrobatics, or circus performance

9%

53

52%

297

Comedy, slam poetry, spoken word
performance

19%

107

Free public event (e.g., at a public park,
beach, mall, or library)

4%

24

Not applicable—did not attend any
performing arts events in the past year

3%

15

Not applicable—did not attend a
performing arts event in the past year
Other (please specify)

2%

14

Other (please specify)

4%

25

Answered

575

Answered

573

Skipped

30

Skipped

32

QUESTION 15:

Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about performing arts on Hawai‘i Island:
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

N/A

There are enough performing arts events to attend on
the island.

15%

84

44%

251

21%

118

17%

Most performing arts events on the island are
affordable to me.

2%

10

8%

46

19%

112

Transportation is a big factor for me in deciding
whether to attend an event or performance.

19%

106

28%

160

18%

Hawai‘i Island is a place where important artists come
to perform music, dance, and theatrical plays.

11%

63

31%

178

I think we need more live performances of music,
dance, and theater presented on Hawai‘i Island.

1%

7

2%

I think we need more classical Western performing
arts events, such as ballet, opera, and classical music.

2%

14

I think we need more events that relate to people of my 4%
ethnic/cultural background.
I would attend more performing arts events if they
were presented outdoors.

Total

98

3%

19

0%

2

572

52%

297

18%

105

1%

5

575

105

21%

119

10%

59

4%

24

573

25%

145

23%

131

8%

48

1%

8

573

13

11%

63

35%

198

47%

270

4%

22

573

11%

65

32%

182

32%

183

20%

112

3%

15

571

22

14%

78

44%

250

21%

119

12%

68

6%

37

574

4%

22

22%

124

46%

263

19%

108

7%

39

2%

11

567

I would attend more performing arts events if they
were offered at a lower price.

3%

19

12%

71

34%

193

32%

183

17%

95

2%

12

573

I would attend more performing arts events if they
were “family friendly”—i.e., if I could bring my children
with me.

9%

53

18%

102

39%

221

13%

76

6%

34

15%

83

569

Answered 575
Skipped 30
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QUESTION 16:

QUESTION 17:

How important is the location of a performing arts
event in helping you decide whether to attend?

Are you able to easily locate information you want
regarding performing arts events on Hawai‘i Island?

Very important—it needs to be local or in my 31%
part of the island; otherwise I won’t attend
the event

177

Yes

58%

330

No

29%

164

Moderately important—I would prefer to
attend events in my part of the island, but I
don’t mind traveling to another part of the
island if it’s something I really want to see

61%

354

Not sure/don’t know

13%

75

Not important—I am happy to travel to any
other part of the island to see a performing
arts event that I’m interested in

7%

42

Other (please specify)

1%

5

Please feel free to comment to explain your
answer choice above

Answered 569
Skipped

36

QUESTION 18:

Where do you typically learn about performing arts
events on Hawai‘i Island? Check all that apply.

Answered 578
Skipped

117

27

Radio

42%

235

Local newspaper

52%

287

Fliers

37%

204

Word of mouth—friends/family

59%

328

Social media—Facebook, Instagram, etc.

52%

288

Other (please specify)

17%

94

Answered

555

Skipped

50

QUESTION 19:

How likely are you to attend an event featuring the following types of performances?
Not Likely

Somewhat Likely

Very Likely

Total

Chinese opera

71%

401

22%

122

7%

39

562

Dramatic plays

8%

47

38%

219

53%

304

570

Taiko drumming

31%

175

44%

252

25%

141

568

Hula

14%

82

50%

286

36%

204

572

Symphony orchestra

18%

104

44%

251

37%

212

567

Jazz ensemble

19%

110

47%

264

34%

191

565

‘Ukelele concert

21%

117

51%

290

28%

162

569

Hawaiian chant

37%

209

42%

237

21%

120

566

Modern dance

32%

180

42%

239

26%

148

567

Ballet

30%

168

42%

237

29%

163

568

Latin American dance (salsa, meringue)

36%

205

42%

241

21%

122

568

Western opera

43%

244

41%

229

16%

90

563

Spoken word/poetry

56%

316

33%

187

11%

59

562

Comedy/improvisation

19%

108

42%

241

39%

223

572

Circus/acrobatics

30%

167

45%

255

25%

144

566

Puppetry

61%

340

31%

173

9%

48

561

Other (please specify)
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Answered

577

Skipped

28

QUESTION 20:

What do you believe are the benefits of attending
performing arts events? Check all that apply.
Entertainment/fun

99%

572

Sharing an activity with family

59%

341

Exposure to new experiences

85%

490

Educational experience for children/
grandchildren

44%

252

Self-improvement/education

56%

323

Escape/change from normal routine

73%

425

Learning about other cultures/
traditions

73%

420

Social interaction

59%

343

Being close to artists/talented people

38%

221

Feeling included/not missing out on
popular events

23%

132

Connection to my own heritage

18%

106

Other (please specify)

5%

29

Answered

579

Skipped

26
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